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ABSTRACT
Four facies have been previously interpreted and mapped (Boothroyd and
Klinger 1998; Klinger 1996; Brenner 1998) on the Charlestown/Green Hill barrier
upper shoreface using side-scan sonar surveys obtained in 1995, 1996, and 1997.
These include: 1) a sand sheet (Ss) composed of fine to very fine sand, 2) coarse sand
covered with small dune bedforms (Csd), 3) cobble pavement (GLc), and 4) glacial
boulder outcrop (GLb). These upper shoreface surveys were reinterpreted where
necessary and combined with lower shoreface (16-21 m water depth) surveys mapped
in the present study. This resulted in the completion of a comprehensive facies map
for the entire Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface surveyed in 1995, 1996, and 1997 (321 m water depth). In addition to Csd, GLc, and GLb the present study identified
three new facies on the lower shoreface surveyed in 1997. These include: 1) a fine
sand facies (Fs) that is similar to Ss but does not occur as a sheet, 2) cobble pavement
with a thin veneer of mud (GLcM), and 3) Coarse sand (Cs) with no small dunes.
The multi-year side-scan sonar data provided the spatial resolution needed to
identify small but significant facies configuration changes of the sand sheet (Ss) and
the coarse sand with small dunes (Csd) facies. It was found that these facies are
highly affected by fairweather (southwest sea breeze) and storm events. To further
investigate these configuration changes and sediment transport, the study hindcast
waves and currents for storm events that could have caused the observed configuration
changes to the shoreface. Wave and current conditions during historical storm events
(1938-1999) were also hindcast in order to provide insight into the relative magnitude
of sediment transport during extreme events along the south shore of Rhode Island.
During storm events, sediment is transported offshore by strong combined
flows. These combined flows are concentrated and steered by topographic highs on
the shoreface. Fine sand in the sand sheet (Ss) is transported onshore by asymmetrical
wave orbital velocities during fairweather (short period southwest wind waves) and
swell conditions (long period offshore storm waves). The study primarily focused on
the transport of sediment offshore during storm-induced combined flow. It was found
that there were 22 storms during the multi-year sonar record (1995-1997) that may
have affected facies configuration. Twenty-one of these storms were capable of
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transporting fine sand at a depth of 6 m offshore and 19 were able to transport coarse
sand at a depth of 1Om offshore. Fine and coarse sand in both 6 m and 10 m of water
were transported offshore during each of the 19 historical storm events identified in
the study. During Hurricane Carol in 1954 and the Hurricane of September 1938 there
was as much as 564.1 m 3 ·m-1 of fine sediment transported offshore. As expected these
historical events were capable of transporting much more sediment offshore than the
smaller events identified during the years of sonar record.
From 1995 to 1997 storminess on the Rhode Island coast increased, this
resulted in a decrease in beach profile volume on the Charlestown barrier. Sand
eroded from the active berm during this time period was transported offshore and
alongshore. The sand eroded from the active berm was directly related to an observed
increase in the extent of the 1996 fine sand sheet (Ss) configuration. As storminess
continued into 1997, sediment volumes of both the active berm and the upper
shoreface decreased. The present study demonstrated that significant amounts of
sediment were capable of being transported to the lower shoreface, well beyond the
area surveyed in the multi-year sonar record. Sediment transported to the lower
shoreface is not transported shoreward during fairweather conditions and thus is lost
from the upper shoreface/berm system. The fine sand (Fs) facies located in a depth of
11-18 m of water may represent a portion of this sediment transported offshore during
storm-induced combined flows.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose

The shoreface is the seaward slope of a barrier or headland forming an
important transition zone between the beach/berm and the inner continental shelf. The
shoreface is a highly energetic environment and is thus the site of complex interactions
between fluid processes (i.e. surface waves and currents) and substrate response
(Hequette and Hill 1993). Given the importance of the shoreface, it remains one of the
most complicated, and least understood coastal environments (Wright 1987). The
present research investigated the processes acting within this environment in order to
attain a more complete understanding of this complex zone. The results of this study
have important implications for coastal management.
The study of the Charlestown/Green Hill barrier shoreface (Fig. 1) can be
separated into two distinct parts:
1) To use side-scan sonar data to map sedimentary facies on a portion of the
Charlestown/Green Hill barrier outer shoreface, to reinterpret previously
mapped side-scan sonar data, and to identify facies configuration changes
within multi-year side-scan sonar records.
2) To investigate and calculate sediment transport on the shoreface, and identify
processes and storm events that may account for the observed facies
configuration changes.
Side-Scan Sonar and Facies Mapping

Morang and McMaster (1980) have noted that side-scan sonar records provide
an excellent spatial view of the shoreface. My study employed the use of multiple
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study area of the Charlestown/Green Hill barrier and adjacent shoreface (red).

Figure 1. Location map of the south shore of Rhode Island showing headlands (small letters), barriers (large letters), and the
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years of side-scan sonar data to investigate the Charlestown/Green Hill barrier
shoreface. Side-scan sonar data were collected in 1995, 1996, and 1997. Data
collected in 1995, 1996, and a portion of 1997 have previously been interpreted and
mapped (Klinger 1996; Brenner 1998). The study interpreted and mapped a portion of
the outer Charlestown shoreface that was surveyed in 1997.
The multi-year side-scan sonar record provided the spatial resolution needed to
identify small but significant changes in facies configuration. Configuration changes
were observed as variations in the geometry and extent of two particularly dynamic
sedimentary units, a fine-grained sand sheet (Ss) and coarse sand facies with small
dunes (Csd). The observed facies configuration changes on the Charlestown/Green
Hill shoreface can be coupled with a particular coastal process or set of processes.
Facies Change and Sediment Transport

Previous studies such as Wright et al. (1991), Bequette and Hill (1995),
Niedoroda and Swift (1981), and Niedoroda et al. (1984) have noted that sediment on
the shoreface is commonly transported and redistributed by fairweather and storm
events. Klinger (1996) and Brenner (1998) also noted the transient nature of
unconsolidated sediment on the Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface. The intent of the
present study is to advance the work of Klinger (1996) and Brenner (1998) by
identifying specifically when, how much, and the likely processes responsible for
sediment transport and facies change on the Rhode Island shoreface.
Wave height, wave period, wave orbital velocity, and bottom currents must be
quantified in order to better understand shoreface response and facies configuration
change during specific events. However, the present study did not directly measure
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these parameters. As a result, oceanographic conditions during specific storm events
were hindcast in order to calculate sediment transport using the modified Bagnold
equation (Bagnold 1963; Gadd et al. 1978). Sediment transport calculated in the
following study is a first order approximation; as such the absolute quantities and rates
of sediment transport are not as important as the estimation of when and how sediment
is transported during storms. Dickson (1999) noted that coastal processes that form
and redistribute shoreface sediment on an annual time scale are poorly understood.
The research provided in this study should yield important insights into the processes
that contribute to sediment transport and facies configuration changes.

5

PHYSICAL SETTING
General

The south coast of Rhode Island trends southwest by northeast, and is a 33
kilometer-long system of headlands and interconnecting barrier spits (Fig. 1). The
south shore of Rhode Island is a microtidal (< 2 m tidal range) (Hayes 1979), wavedominated mixed energy coastline (Boothroyd et al. 1985). The headlands are
composed of eroding Pleistocene till and glacial-fluvial sand and gravel. The barriers
are relatively narrow compared to other barriers of the U.S. east coast, ranging from 18 km long to 200-300 m wide (Boothroyd et al. 1985). The south coast of Rhode
Island is a sediment-starved transgressive system, receiving virtually no fluvial input.
Sediment on this shoreline is supplied by the eroding headland bluffs and the
shoreface. Shoreline change rates on the south shore of Rhode Island vary from-1.13
m·yr-1 (erosion) to .24 m-yr-1 (accretion) (Boothroyd 1999).
Meteorology

Rhode Island is located in a belt of prevailing westerly winds between 35 and
60 degrees north latitude. The weather patterns of Rhode Island are dominated by the
migration of the polar front jet stream and the Bermuda High (Donovan 1977).
Generally, during the winter months, the jet stream expands and strong west winds
develop. Low pressure systems cross the continent and move along the Atlantic
seaboard commonly causing intense northeast storms (Northeasters) in this region. In
the spring and summer months, the jet stream contracts, allowing the Bermuda High to
expand, usually bringing relatively less storminess to the area. The summer months
are dominated by fairweather winds from the southwest (seabreeze). Tropical storms
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(hurricanes) develop in the summer and fall and affect the region. Some of these
storms can be very intense, resulting in heavy surf and elevated water levels (storm
surge). These storms are particularly damaging when the center of circulation passes
to the west of Rhode Island resulting in onshore winds from the counterclockwise
circulation. Hurricanes have historically caused great destruction, loss of life and
beach erosion (Vallee 1993).
Charlestown/Green Hill Shoreface

Riggs et al. (1995) identified many U.S. East Coast barriers as perched
barriers in which the underlying, antecedent topography controls the morphology of

the shoreface and strongly influences modem beach dynamics. This is especially true
for the Charlestown/Green Hill barrier and adjacent shoreface. The complicated
bathymetry (Fig. 2) of the Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface reflects the glacial
processes that modified this region during the Pleistocene, as well as modification
during the post-glacial marine transgression. Outcrops of cobble and boulders can be
identified surrounded by a thin and highly variable veneer of finer sediment. This
hummocky shoreface morphology (Fig. 3) modifies waves and currents and thereby
affects patterns of sediment transport, erosion, and deposition. The area of the
Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface investigated in the study, through the use of sidescan sonar, extends roughly 4.3 km from the shoreline into about 21 m of water (Fig.
2).
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Figure 2. Location map of the Charlestown/Green Hill barrier shoreface. Note the
complicated bathymetric contours (black) represented in meters below mean low
water (MLW). Side-scan sonar track outlines are shown for 1995 (green), 1996
(blue), and 1997 (red). Areas of the shoreface shown with the green fill pattern are
regions in which there were niultiple years of sonar coverage. Two bottom profiles
(Fig. 3), CHA-EZ and CHA-TB are represented by the dark blue lines.
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Figure 3. Bottom profiles modified from Klinger (1996) for CHA-EZ (A) and CHATB (B) showing meters of elevation change per kilometer (black text and arrows).
Note the "bumpy" topography, which is a function ofresistant outcrops of facies GLb
and facies GLc. The extent of facies Ss on the upper shoreface is also represented.
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METHODS
Side-Scan Sonar
The side-scan sonar surveys utilized in the current research were obtained in
1995, 96, and 97. Side-scan sonar survey outlines for each year are represented in
figure 2. The side-scan sonar swaths trend nearly parallel to the shoreline and extend
from the Green Hill headland to the Charlestown Breachway. 500kHz wet-paper sidescan sonar records were collected in 1995 on the 251\ 2?1\ and 29 th of August. 80m
(40m channels) wide swaths were collected from 3m to 13m water depths
(approximately 1.5 km offshore). A Trimble Pathfinder Basic Plus GPS unit with
post-corrected data provided navigation and positioning (precision 2-Sm).
The sonar data collected in both 1996 and 1997 utilized a digitally rectified
EG&G model 260-TH analog side-scan sonar with an EG&G 272-TD side-scan
towfish operating at a frequency of 500kHz. Data in the nearshore (3-13m water
depth) were collected in 1996 on the 24th and 25th of June (approximately 1.5km
offshore). Offshore data (outer shoreface) in a water depth from 6m to 18m
(approximately 3.5km offshore) were collected on the

Ii\ 161\ and 28 th of August

1996. Swath widths were 100m wide in both the nearshore (upper shoreface) and
offshore side-scan sonar data. A Trimble Pathfinder Basic Plus GPS unit again
provided positioning. Nearshore data (approximately 3-1 lm water depth) were
collected on the 23rd of June in 1997 to a distance of about 0.6km offshore. Swath
widths in this case were 50m wide. Offshore data in a water depth ranging from 16m
to 21m (roughly 4.3km offshore) were collected on the 20 th and 24th of June in 1997
(Fig. 4). Swath widths collected offshore were 100m wide. For all data collected in
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Figure 4. Location map of the side-scan sonar data collected on the 20 th (red) and 24 th
(blue) of June 1997 that were mapped in this study. The black rectangles represent the
shore-parallel tracklines for each sonar run.
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1997 a Trimble NT 200D Chart Plotter GPS unit utilizing real-time differential
correction provided positioning (precision 3-5m).
Facies Mapping
Interpretation and facies mapping on the Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface
was completed for the offshore portion (outer shoreface) of the side-scan sonar data
(Fig. 4) collected in 1997 (16-21m water depth). Intensity of acoustic backscatter,
seen as variations in gray scale on the sonar records, was used as a proxy for grain size
and hence distinct sonar facies. Additionalconsideration was given to the appearance
ofbedforms and boulders on the sonar records. Direct diver observations and
sampling were also used to characterize these facies. A detailed description of facies
interpretation and mapping can be found in appendix A.
All other side-scan sonar data collected in 1995, 96, and 97 have been
previously interpreted and mapped (Boothroyd and Klinger 1998; Klinger 1996;
Brenner 1998). As the state of knowledge and understanding of the shoreface
environment has increased, reinterpretations and changes to this previous work were
required. Side-scan sonar data used in this study were mapped at a scale of 1:5,000.
Storm Events
All stonn events (both hurricanes and extratropical storms) that may have
affected observed facies configuration on the side-scan sonar records (1995-97) were
selected in order to evaluate sediment transport rates and movement on the
Charlestown shoreface. Data sets for storm events were obtained from the U.S.
National Climatic Data Center (1994-1997). Nineteen (19) large historical stom1
events that occurred from 1938 to 1999 were also selected in order to calculate and
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better understand relative magnitude of sediment transport on the Charlestown/Green
Hill shoreface. As the study was not concerned with creating an all-inclusive list of
storm events occurring within this time period (1938-1999), only some of the largest
historical storm events were selected.
Wave Climate

Wave climate plays an essential role in better understanding the processes
acting on the Rhode Island shoreface. However, wave buoy data for this environment
is inadequate. Therefore, the study employed the use of wave hindcasting techniques
whereby past weather conditions are used to recreate the wave climate during a
specific event. Wave hindcast equations (CERC 1984) were used to approximate the
wave climate of all storm events selected in the study (1938-1999). Wind data utilized
in these hindcast equations (appendix C) were gathered from Vallee (1993) and the
U.S. National Climatic Data Center (1956-1999). The equations (Eqs. 1,2,3) used for
hindcasting shallow-water waves, assuming fetch-limited conditions (See appendix C
for further discussion ofhindcast), are listed below:

Ua = 0.71 U1•23

(1)

0.00565

3/4

gH

gd

(2)

tanh 0.530[

H = wave height (meters)
Ua = wind stress factor (m·s-1 )
d
depth (meters)
U
wind speed (m·s-1)

g

=

i/]

gravitational acceleration
(9.81 m·s-2 )
F fetch (meters)

=

=
=

16

1/3

0.0379 (

i:.
]

(3)

T
Ua
d
U

= wave period (seconds) 1

g

=

gravitational acceleration
(9.81 m·s-2)
F fetch (meters)

= wind stress factor (m·s- )
= depth (meters) 1
= wind speed (m·s- )

=

Sediment Transport
There have been many models designed to estimate sediment transport under
combined flow on the shoreface (Madsen and Grant 1976; Niedoroda and Swift 1981;
Wright et al. 1991; Grant and Madsen 1979; Bailard and Inman 1981). Many of these
complicated numerical models are derived from the energetics approach ofBagnold
(1963). However, the present study employs a more simplistic approach which is
itself a modification of the Bagnold equation (Bagnold 1963) derived by Gadd et al.
(1978). This equation, hence forth referred to as the modified Bagnold equation, has
been supported by other researchers such as Heathershaw (1981) and Lavelle et al.
(1978) and used by Dickson (1999). All parameters used in the modified Bagnold
transport equation have been calculated from measured wind data and storm duration.
Final sediment transport values assume that the calculation of each individual
parameter is accurate within a reasonable range of uncertainty. Although not directly
measured, calculated parameters (in the present study) such as wave height and period,
wave orbital velocity, and downwelling flow compare well with direct measurements
obtained in previous studies by other researchers (Komar and Miller 1973; Raytheon
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1975; Griscom 1978; Gadd et al. 1978; Niedoroda and Swift 1981; Hequette and Hill
1993). The modified Bagnold equation used to calculate bedload sediment transport
on the shoreface follows the form:
(4)
Q

=sediment transport rate (gm·cm-1-s-1)

K = grain size dependent proportionality coefficient
(7.22*10-5 gm·cm 4 ·s2 for fine sand)
(1.73*10-5gm·cm 4 ·s2 for medium to coarse sand)
Um= near bottom wave orbital velocity (cm·s-1)
1
Ud =unidirectional velocity/downwelling (cm·s- )
Sediment movement equations by Komar and Miller (1973; 1975) and Komar
(1974) were used to calculate near bottom wave orbital velocity CUm)for two sediment
sizes (fine and coarse sand) for a particular wave height, period and water depth.
When Um exceeded a sediment threshold velocity CUth),oscillatory sediment motion
was initiated. Uth can be calculated according to CERC (1984). The equation for
sediment threshold velocity follows the form:
Uth

= (8 (ys/y·1)9 D)112

(5)

Uth=threshold velocity for a particular grain size (cm·s-1)
D = mean grain diameter (mm),
Ys = sediment specific gravity
y
seawater specific gravity
g
gravitational acceleration (9.81 m·s-2)

=
=

The oscillatory action of wave orbital motion alone is not effective in
transporting sediment offshore. However, during storm events, wave orbital action
combined with downwelling can generate strong offshore directed-flows resulting in
significant amounts of offshore sediment transport. Therefore, sediment transport was
calculated when the undirectional current (Uct)exceeded the near bottom orbital
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velocity (Um), This provides a first-order sediment transport rate that can account for
the combined influence of unidirectional flow and orbital motion due to surface
waves. The equations for near-bottom orbital velocity (6,7,8) are listed below:

=

do H / sinh (21th/L)

(6)

=

d0 wave orbital diameter (m)
H = hindcast wave height (m)
h water depth (m)
L wavelength (m) [calculated from Komar (1973)]

=

=

2

pum I (Ps - p)gD

=0.21 (dJD)

1I2

(7)

Um =near-bottom orbital velocity (cm·s-1)

=

Ps
sediment density (g·cm-3 )
p
seawater density (g·cm-3)
g
gravitational acceleration (9.81 m·s-2 )
D = mean grain diameter (mm)
d0
wave orbital diameter (m)

=
=
=

Equation 7 is useful only for grain diameters less than about 0.05 cm (0.5 mm) while
the flow in the boundary layer is still laminar (Komar and Miller 1973; 1975). For
coarser sediment, about 0.05 cm and greater(> 0.5 mm), these authors suggest the use
of an equation similar to equation 7. This equation is:
2

pum

/

(Ps - p)gD

=0.463n(dJD)

1I4

(8)

The present study did not employ the use of current meters to measure near
bottom orbital velocities or unidirectional currents. However, in order to calculate
bedload sediment transport, equation 4 requires the knowledge of unidirectional
current flow. Therefore, my study utilizes a relationship between wave height and
measured bottom current 0.25 meters above the bed on the Charlestown shoreface
during two severe winter storms (Griscom 1978). In Griscom (1978) wave
parameters were calculated from bottom current measurements from January 24th to
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February 13th, 1978. The relationship as identified by Griscom (1978) is:
Ud = H/2* gT/L* (cosh(21t(Z+d)/L)/cosh(21td/L))
Ud

H
g
T
z
L
d

(9)

= unidirectional velocity/downwelling (cm·s-1) ,
hindcast wave height (m)
gravitational acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m-s-2)
wave period (s)
position in the water column (0.25 m above bed)
wavelength (m)
= depth of water (in this case 10 m)

=
=
=
=
=

The down welling current calculated at 10 meters water depth will be used as an
approximation of the downwelling current across the entire Charlestown shoreface.

RESULTS
Side-Scan Sonar
Facies Maps

The current study involves an investigation into the processes occurring over
the entire area of the surveyed Charlestown shoreface. Plate 1 is a complete facies
map of all the various portions of the Charlestown shoreface mapped in 1995, 1996,
and 1997 (3 to 21 m water depth).
Facies Description
Upper Charlestown/Green Hill Shore/ace:

Four facies on the upper Charlestown shoreface (Plate 1) have previously been
identified (Boothroyd and Klinger 1998; Klinger 1996; Brenner 1998). Below is a
brief description of these four previously identified facies:
Fine Sand Sheet (Ss): Klinger (1996) identified a fine sand sheet facies,
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mapped in dark yellow on Plate 1, which is composed of very fine to fine sand (0.12 to
0.25mm). The fine sand sheet was identified as areas with very low relief (no
bedforms) and high acoustic backscatter (Fig. 5). On the Charlestown shoreface,
facies Ss extends from the shoreline to a water depth of approximately 8 m. The fine
sand sheet, in many areas, appears to cover a facies identified as coarse sand with
small dunes (Csd). The relationship between these two facies is essential in
understanding sediment transport on the Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface.
Coarse Sand with Small Dunes (Csd): Mean grain size for Csd ranges from

medium to very coarse sand (0.3 7 to 1.17 mm) (Klinger 1996). These small twodimensional dunes are 5-15 cm in height with bedform spacing of about 35-110 cm.
(Csd) mapped in dark gray (Plate 1) form 50-70 m long, shore-perpendicular linear
swaths (Fig. 5) near the shoreline (about 0.5 km offshore). With increasing water
depth and distance from the shoreline, these swaths become longer and appear to
increase in width. This trend continues into the deeper water (16-21 m) of the 1997
offshore study area (Plate 1), where they appear to lose their linear swath appearance
and cover the relatively lower topographic areas between the boulder and cobble
outcrops (Fig. 6). There are, however, a few intermittent patches of Pine Sand (Fs;
discussed later) that appear to overlay the Csd in some areas (Fig. 7). On the outer
Charlestown shoreface Csd are the most extensive facies, covering about 66% (3.61
km 2) of the area mapped (Table 1).
Cobble Pavement (GLc): This facies is composed of cobble-sized sediment

(6.2 to 25.4 cm) that form relatively flat areas (pavement) with slightly higher relief
than the adjacent Csd (Fig. 8). GLc covers a significant portion of the Charlestown
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Figure 5. 1995 Charlestown shoreface side-scan image 95-185 modified from
Klinger (1996) showing the trackline of the boat (thick dark lines across center of
image), positioning index marks (vertical lines), and 15m scale lines (horizontal
lines). The water column (6 m depth) is shown in the plane of the bottom from the
trackline (water surface) to the first return sonar signal (bottom). The depth of the
water column is estimated from bathymetric contours. Note the appearance of facies
Ss as areas of high backscatter (bright areas) with no bedforms. The Csd facies is
recognized by lower backscatter (gray areas) and the appearance of shore-parallel
bedform crests (small dune crests). Note the shore-perpendicular occurrence of the
Csd swath with an increase in width as depth increases (bottom of sonar image).
This swath will not maintain its' linear configuration in deeper water. The location
of this image is shown on Plate 1.
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Figure 6. 1997 Charlestown outer shoreface side-scan image 97-48 showing the 100
m total track width (50 m per side from the thin horizontal center trackline in the
middle of image). The trackline is oriented approximately east-west with the shoreline
towards the top of the image. The water column (16 m depth) is shown on the top of
the image, with the dashed line representing the first sonar return signal or the bottom.
Vertical lines that pass through the shoreface bottom and water column are the
positioning index numbers. Note that in this depth of water (16 m) the Csd facies has
spread across the topographic lows between the GLc facies and has lost the linear
swath appearance observed in shallower depths (Fig. 5). The GLc facies is
recognized by round or elongated features that are darker on the side that faces the
trackline and have bright "shadows" pointing away from the trackline. These shadows
represent boulder or cobble height. In many areas of the GLc, individual cobbles are
impossible to distinguish due their occurrence as pavement. However, as seen on the
image, individual boulders are easily discernible. The location of this image is shown
on Plate 1.
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Figure 7. 1997 outer Charlestown shore face side-scan sonar image 97-21 (location
shown on Plate 1). The Fs facies is shown as patches of high backscatter areas that
overlay the Csd facies. Facies Fs is nearly identical in appearance to facies Ss (high
backscatter and no bedforms), however the Fs facies does not occur as a sheet on the
outer shoreface.
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Figure 8. 1996 side-scan sonar image 96-61 of the Charlestown shoreface (10 m water
depth). The GLc facies is shown adjacent to a large swath of Csd. The Fs facies
begins to appear in the depth range of 10-12 m. The location of this image is shown
on Plate 1.
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shoreface (Plate 1), particularly on the upper shoreface (.5 km offshore), where
Klinger (1996) found this facies to cover about 27% of the area surveyed in 1995. In
contrast, the GLc facies covers only 1.1% of the outer shoreface (Table 1) surveyed in
1997.
Glacial Boulder Outcrop (GLb): GLb are very high relief, concentrated

clusters of large boulders. This facies, mapped in dark blue (plate 1), can be identified
on the side-scan sonar record by the appearance of an outcrop of individual boulders
(Fig. 9). Due to the resolution of some of the side-scan sonar images, facies GLc
cannot be differentiated from facies GLb.
Outer Charlestown/Green Hill Shore/ace:

Facies mapped on the outer Charlestown shoreface are summarized in Table 1
and three facies not previously identified are discussed below:
Table 1
Distribution of Facies on 1997 Images of the Outer Charlestown/Green Hill
Shoreface

Charlestown/Green Hill Shoreface
Facies
Fs
Cs
Csd

Glc
GLcM
Glb
total

area (km 2 )
0.13
0.11
3.61
0.06
1.54
0.04
5.49

% of area surveyed
2.4
2.0
65.8
1.1
28.1
0.7
100

Fine Sand (Fs): The Fine Sand facies was almost exclusively located on the

shoreface in a water depth of about 11 to 18 m (mapped in light yellow on Plate 1).
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Figure 9. 1996 side-scan sonar image 96-7 of the upper Charlestown shoreface
(water depth of7 m). The image demonstrates the difference in appearance
between the larger boulders (GLb) versus the small cobbles within the GLc facies.
In this case facies GLb can be clearly identified, however in some cases the
distinction between facies GLc and facies GLb is less apparent. The location of
this image is shown on Plate 1.
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Divers did not directly sample this facies; however, it has approximately the same
sonar characteristics as the Ss facies (i.e. high acoustic backscatter and relatively low
relief; Fig. 7). Although these two facies may be composed of approximately the
same size sediment, facies Ss occur as a sheet in much shallower water (3-8 m), while
facies Fs forms only intermittent patches of sediment in deeper water.
Coarse Sand (Cs): This facies, mapped in light gray on Plate 1, is found only

on the outer Charlestown shoreface surveyed in 1997. Facies Cs accounts for only
about 2% (0.11 km 2) of the total area surveyed. This facies has very similar side-scan
sonar characteristics as facies Csd (Fig. 10) with respect to grain size (i.e. both have
low acoustic backscatter/ gray color). However, facies Cs does not display any
bedforms. Therefore it was assigned to a different sonar and sedimentary facies.
Cobble Pavement with Mud (GLcM): GLcM is a prominent facies (28.1 %

of total area surveyed) identified on only the outer Charlestown shoreface
(approximately 16-20 m water depth). The facies was previously identified as GLc on
the 1996 offshore side-scan sonar survey. However, when examined more closely
facies GLcM was found to be similar to facies GLc, but appear slightly different in
sonar characteristics (Fig. 10). The GLcM facies is interpreted to be a cobble
pavement with a thin veneer of mud. On the sonar record facies GLcM has a mottled
appearance, which may be due to the thin layer of mud "masking" the better defined
surface features of the cobbles seen in facies GLc. Furthermore, facies GLcM is
recognized by a soft-bottom sonar return signal, which penetrates the soft mud and is
returned by the hard, cobble clasts (Fig. 10).
The occurrence of mud on the outer Charlestown shoreface is expected given
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Figure 10. 1997 side-scan sonar image 97-65 of the outer Charlestown shoreface
(water depth of 16 m). Facies Cs is shown to appear similar to facies Csd in acoustic
backscatter, but lack any bedforms (small dunes). The GlcM facies is represented by
a thin veneer of mud masking the typical acoustic signal of the cobble clasts within
the GLc facies. Note the mottled texture of the GLcM facies and the soft bottom
return signal. The return can be seen where the dotted line (return signal) is below
the first appearance of the bottom sediment. In these cases the sonar penetrates the
thin veneer of mud and is returned by the cobble clasts below. The location of this
image is shown on Plate 1.
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the geologic history of the south shore of Rhode Island. Needell et al. (1983) have
shown, through the use of seismic records, that Holocene deposits on the shoreface are
at the most only a few meters thick. Bertoni (1974) obtained piston cores in Block
Island Sound, which contained rhythmically layered couplets of clay and silt. Needell
et al. (1983) and Bertoni et al. (1977) have found that the shoreface landward of about
20 meters is an erosional surface exposing glacial-fluvial and lacustrine sediments.
These researchers documented that a large freshwater pro glacial lake occupied
northern Block Island sound during the Pleistocene. Presumably, lacustrine silt and
clay were eroded and redistributed over the Charlestown shoreface during the
Holocene transgression as facies GLcM.
Wave Climate
Wave Height
Previous Research:

Swanson and Spaulding (1977) have characterized the wave climate of Rhode
Island as a moderate energy environment with a mean significant wave height of 0.8
meters. CERC (1984) estimated a mean annual significant wave height of 0.49 meters
with a wave period of 8.3 seconds for Misquamicut, Rhode Island. During 243 days
of wave-pressure sensor measurements off Charlestown beach, Raytheon (1975) found
that the wave height is usually less than 1 meter with wave periods ranging from 4 to
10 seconds. The largest waves (0.9 to 2.4 m) corresponded to wave periods of 6 to 10
seconds with a maximum wave height recorded at 2.57 m with a period of 8 s
(Raytheon, 1975). The mean significant wave height CHs)in the Raytheon (1975)
study ranges from 0.8-0.9 meters. The results of the Raytheon (1975) study are listed
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in the table below:
Table 2. Raytheon (1975) Wave Data
Frequency Percent of Significant Wave Height
April 1974 to March 1975 (243 days)
Hs (ft) <1.5

1.5 to 2.0 2.0 to 2.5 2.5 to 3.0 3.0 to 3.5 3.5 to 4.0 4.0 to 4.5 4.5 to 5.0 >5.0

Hs(m) <0.46 0.5 to 0.6 0.6 to 0.8 0.8 to 0.9 0.9 to 1.1 1.1 to 1.2 1.2 to 1.4 1.4 to 1.5 >1.5

%

67.8

11.4

8.6

4.3

2.2

1.7

1.0

0.8

2.2

Jensen (1983) used 20 years of wind record (1956-1975) to hindcast significant
wave heights for stations along the entire East Coast at a water depth of 10 meters. At
the Point Judith Station, Rhode Island, Jensen (1983) calculated a mean significant
wave height of 0.4 m over 20 years.
The hindcast mean significant wave height of Jensen (1983) is slightly lower
than that of Raytheon (1975) and Swanson and Spaulding (1977). Wind data used by
Jensen (1983) was obtained from ship observations, which would presumably be
recording wind speeds at a safe distance from large storm events. Therefore, hindcast
wave heights for storm events would tend to under predict actual wave heights and
thus yield a lower mean significant wave height value. However, the actual mean
significant wave height for Rhode Island should be within the range of values obtained
by Jensen (1983), Swanson and Spaulding (1977), and Raytheon (1975).
Hindcast Results:

These previous investigations do not provide specific information on the wave
climate for the majority of the storm events utilized in the present study. Therefore,
wave hindcasting (CERC 1984) was employed for specific storm events selected in
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the study (Tables 3,4,5,6). Wave hindcasting was completed for all storms that may
have influenced facies configuration on the sonar records of 1995-1997 (Tables 3 and
4). The largest wave height obtained was 6.3 m·during an extremely intense
Northeaster in December of 1994. A gale-force, low-pressure system off the coast of
New Jersey caused a wave height of 4.6 meters on the 31st of March 1997. The lowest
hindcast wave height for the study period was a minor winter storm that occurred in
late February of 1995. The February storm in 1995 was the last to occur before the
first side-scan sonar survey was completed in the following summer.
Tables 5 and 6 display wave hindcast results for 19 historic storm events. The
two storms with the greatest wave heights were the Great New England Hurricane of
1938 and Hurricane Carol of 1954. Wave hindcast results for Hurricane Carol were
actually slightly higher than that of the Hurricane of 1938 (a larger storm event). This
is due to the fact that the anemometer at the National Weather Service Office in
Warwick, Rhode Island was damaged before the maximum winds were reached during
the Hurricane of 1938 (Vallee 1993). Hurricane Carol had a wave height of 15.8 m
and the Hurricane of 1938 had a wave height of 15.2 m. Another significant storm
event was the Ash Wednesday Storm that occurred in March 1962. Although the
storm had a hindcast wave height of 6.8 m, the most notable characteristic of the Ash
Wednesday storm was the extremely long storm duration (37 hours). The Blizzard of
1978, which occurred on the 6th and 7th of February, had a hindcast wave height of 5.1
m. It is evident from Tables 5 and 6 that wave heights tend to be higher during
hurricanes, but storm duration is much longer during extratropical storms.
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transport were calculated using measured wind speed data and storm duration for each storm event.

sonar record (1995, 1996, 1997). Wind stress factor, wave height, near bottom orbital velocity, downwelling, and sediment

changes on the multi-year sonar record. The three groups of storms represent those events that effected each year of the

transport was calculated for all storms that occurred from 1994-1997 that could have caused the observed facies configuration

sand was 7.22·10-5 grn·cm-4·s2.The calculated threshold velocity for these conditions (Eq. 5) was 15.4 cm s-1. Sediment

0.19 mm in a water depth of 6 m. The constant (K) used in the modified Bagnold sediment transport equation (Eq. 4) for fine

Table 3. Fine sand transport on the Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface was calculated for sediment with a grain diameter of
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0

19.2
20.0
2.7
10.7
7.5
15.0
8.2
12.5
5.2
11.0

12.9
10.4
4.5
11.1
21.0
15.7
24.9
17.0

Duration,
t (hrs)

14
10
12
18

9
10
12
23
12
24
24
24
8
21

6
12
30
12
10
10
9
12

Storm

23-Dec-94
04-Feb-95
05-Feb-95
28-Feb-95

21-Oct-95
12-Nov-95
14-Dec-95
19-Dec-95
2-Jan-96
7-Jan-96
3-Feb-96
16-Feb-96
2-Mar-96
9-Apr-96

13-Jul-96
18-Sep-96
20-Oct-96
10-Jan-97
6-Mar-97
26-Mar-97
31-Mar-97
1-Apr-97

31.0
32.4
3.5
28.0
19.2
34.1
23.4
30.9
11.6
28.0
22.2
24.1
12.7
25.1
33.2
28.8
34.8
31.4

3.4
3.8
0.2
2.6
1.1
4.2
1.7
3.3
0.5
2.6
1.6
1.8
0.6
2.0
4.0
2.8
4.6
3.5

77.7
71.1
27.8
74.9
111.6
93.0
122.2
99.1

105.0
108.3
18.0
74.8
55.0
93.5
60.0
83.4
40.6
76.1

Near Bottom Downwelling
Wind
Wave
Height, H
Orbital
Stress
Current, ud
(m)
Velocity, Um
Factor, Ua
(cm s·1)
1
1
{cm s" }
{m s" }
6.3
39.5
126.6
26.1
18.8
56.3
7.8
1.1
31.1
98.0
16.6
3.4
0.1
6.2
1.5
0.1

2.7*104
4
3.2*10
3
2.7*10
4
3.8*10
1.3*105
4
6.9*10
1.6*105
4
9.7*10
2.7*10
5
3.2*10
4
2.7*10
3.8*10 5
6
1.3*10
5
6.9*10
6
1.6*10
9.7*10 5

5

12.4
7.5
0.2
8.9
34.8
19.1
48.2
22.4

9.5*104
1.1*105
9.4*10 2
6.1*104
1.4*104
5
1.3*10
4
3.1*10
9.0*104
5.1*10 3
6.1*104
9.5*10 5
6
1.1*10
3
9.4*10
5
6.1*10
5
1.4*10
6
1.3*10
5
3.1*10
5
9.0*10
4
5.1*10
5
6.1*10
29.3
31.6
0.2
7.4
3.3
15.1
3.5
10.5
1.8
8.0

13.8
16.4
1.4
19.5
66.7
35.4
82.1
49.7

48.7
56.4
0.5
31.3
7.2
66.7
15.9
46.1
2.6
31.3

2.4*10
1.4*104
9.3*104
0.0

6

5

Sediment
Transport
Volume,
Qv (m3·m-1)
123
7.2
47.7
0

Sediment
Transported,
q (kg m"1)

2.4*10
5
1.4*10
5
9.3*10
0.0

Sediment
Transported,
q (g cm"1)

47.7
3.8
21.6
0.0

Sediment
Transport Rate,
Q (g cm·1 s·1)

Table 3 - Fine Sand Transport on the Charlestown/Green Hill Shoreface, Storms Events 1994-1997
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speed data and storm duration for each storm event.

factor, wave height, near bottom orbital velocity, downwelling, and sediment transport were calculated using measured wind

three groups of storms represent those events that effected each year of the sonar record (1995, 1996, 1997). Wind stress

coarse sand was 1.73 *10-5 gm·cm-4 ·s2.The calculated threshold velocity for these conditions (Eq. 5) was 29.7 cm·s-1. The

0.71 mm in a water depth of 10 m. The constant (K) used in the modified Bagnold sediment transport equation (Eq. 4) for

Table 4. Coarse sand transport on the Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface was calculated for sediment with a grain diameter of
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19.2
20.0
2.7
10.7
7.5
15.0
8.2
12.5
5.2
11.0
12.9
10.4
4.5
11.1

9
10
12
23
12
24
24
24
8
21

6
12
30

12
10
10
9
12

21-Oct-95
12-Nov-95
14-Dec-95
19-Dec-95
2-Jan-96
7-Jan-96
3-Feb-96
16-Feb-96
2-Mar-96
9-Apr-96

13-Jul-96
18-Sep-96
20-Oct-96

10-Jan-97
6-Mar-97
26-Mar-97
31-Mar-97
1-Apr-97
21.0
15.7
24.9
17.0

26.1
7.8
16.6
1.5

14
10
12
18

23-Dec-94
04-Feb-95
05-Feb-95
28-Feb-95

u.

Wind
Stress
Factor,
(m s·1}

Duration,
t (hrs)

Storm

1.6
1.8
0.6
2.0
4.0
2.8
4.6
3.5

3.4
3.8
0.2
2.6
1.1
4.2
1.7
3.3
0.5
2.6

6.3
1.1
3.4
0.1

28.8
30.4
19.7
31.2
36.5
33.7
37.4
35.4

35.1
36.0
7.4
33.2
26.3
37.0
29.9
35.1
18.4
33.2

40.0
25.9
35.2
0.4

77.7
71.1
27.8
74.9
111.6
93.0
122.2
99.1

105.0
108.3
18.0
74.8
55.0
93.5
60.0
83.4
40.6
76.1

126.6
56.3
98.0
6.2

2.0
1.2
0.0
1.4
7.3
3.6
10.6
4.5

5.9
6.5
0.0
1.2
0.4
3.1
0.5
2.0
0.2
1.4

11.2
0.5
4.3
0.0

Sediment
Transport Rate,
Q (g cm·1 s·1)

4.4*10 3
5.1*10 3
0.0

1.0*105
4
1.8*10
5
2.7*10
4
4.1*10
1.7*105
5.5*10 3
5
1.1*10
4

6.2*10 4
2.6*10 5
5
1.3*10
5
3.4*10
1.9*105

3

1.0*104
1.8*103
4
2.7*10
3
4.1*10
4
1.7*10
5.5*10 2
4
1.1*10

5

6.2*10
4
2.6*10
1.3*104
4
3.4*10
1.9*104

1.9*104
4
2.4*10
0.0
1.9*10
2.4*10 5
0.0

4.4*10
4
5.1*10
0.0

29.2
0.9
9.2
0.0

5.7*10 4
1.8*103
4
1.8*10
0.0

5.7*10 5
1.8*104
1.8*105
0.0

2.3
2.6
0.0
3.2
13.3
6.7
17.4
9.7

9.7
12.3
0.0
5.1
0.9
13.8
2.1
8.7
0.3
5.6

Sediment
Transport
Volume,
Qv (m3·m-1)

Sediment
Transported,
q (kg m·1)

Sediment
Transported,
q (g cm·1)

Hill Shoreface, Storms Events 1994-1997

Near Bottom Downwelling
Wave
Height, H
Orbital
Current, Ud
(m)
Velocity, Um
(cm s· 1)
1
(cm s· }

Table 4 - Coarse Sand Transport on the Charlestown/Green
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each storm event.

orbital velocity, downwelling, and sediment transport were calculated using measured wind speed data and storm duration for

2000 were selected. Hurricanes are marked with a (*) next to the duration. Wind stress factor, wave height, near bottom

calculated at a water depth of 6 m for a sediment grain size of0.19 mm. Nineteen storm events that occurred between 1938-

Table 5. Fine sand transport on the Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface during historical storm events. Sediment transport was
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Duration,
t (hrs)

6*
6*
6*
9*
37
32
9
33
36
9
21
30
20
13 *

9*
25
26
21
5*

Storm

21-Sep-38
15-Sep-44
31-Aug-54
12-Sep-60
6-Mar-62
29-Nov-63
12-Nov-68
2-Feb-70
19-Feb-72
2-Feb-76
26-Jan-78
6-Feb-78
29-Mar-84
27-Sep-85

19-Aug-91
30-Oct-91
11-Dec-92
13-Mar-93
16-Sep-99

Wave
Near Bottom Downwelling
Sediment
Wind
Height, H
Orbital
Current, Ud Transport Rate,
Stress
(m)
Velocity, Um
Factor, Ua
Q (g cm·1 s"1)
(cm s"1)
1
1
(cm s· )
(m s" )
94.9
242.5
486.6
15.2
53.6
21.9
29.3
113.4
42.9
3.0
99.1
15.8
54.4
247.7
521.3
23.1
33.7
117.0
41.8
4.2
19.8
6.8
41.1
109.0
22.5
18.3
39.1
104.5
20.2
6.0
14.5
26.9
87.7
16.2
2.4
13.6
88.0
11.5
4.1
33.8
12.4
83.0
9.3
3.7
32.4
12.2
24.5
78.0
11.1
1.9
16.2
34.7
98.0
18.3
4.4
16.4
36.8
99.4
5.1
17.7
18.8
36.9
106.5
5.2
24.4
24.4
5.6
37.8
122.1
43.4
23.3
33.9
117.9
42.8
4.3
6.1
39.3
110.0
25.5
20.0
36.7
100.6
18.8
17.0
5.1
34.6
97.8
18.2
16.2
4.4
11.6
19.4
71.4
10.2
1.2
1.1*107
5
8.0*10
7
1.1*10
6
1.4*10
3.0*10 6
6
2.3*10
5
5.3*10
1.4*106
1.2*106
5
3.6*10
6
1.4*10
6
1.9*10
6
1.8*10
2.0*10 6
6
1.4*10
6
2.3*10
6
1.8*10
6
1.4*10
1.8*105

6

1.1*10
4
8.0*10
6
1.1*10
5
1.4*10
5
3.0*10
5
2.3*10
4
5.3*10
5
1.4*10
5
1.2*10
4
3.6*10
5
1.4*10
5
1.9*10
5
1.8*10
5
2.0*10
5
1.4*10
5
2.3*10
1.8*105
5
1.4*10
4
1.8*10

Sediment
Sediment
Transported, Transported,
q (kg m·1)
q (g cm"1)

Table 5 - Fine Sand Transport on the Charlestown/Green Hill Shoreface, Historical Storm Events 1938 - 2000

564.1
41.0
564.1
71.8
153.9
118.0
27.2
71.8
61.5
18.5
71.8
97.4
92.3
102.7
71.8
117.9
92.3
71.8
9.2

Sediment
Transport
Volume,
Ov (m3 ·m·1)

Table 6. Coarse sand transport on the Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface during historical storm events. Sediment transport
was calculated at a water depth of 10 m for a sediment grain size of 0.71 mm. Nineteen storm events that occurred between
+s-

1938-2000 were selected. Hurricanes are marked with a(*) next to the duration. Wind stress factor, wave height, near

v,

bottom orbital velocity, downwelling, and sediment transport were calculated using measured wind speed data and storm
duration for each storm event.
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Duration,
t (hrs)

6*
6*
6*
9*
37
32
9
33
36
9
21
30
20
13 *

9*
25
26
21
5*

Storm

21-Sep-38
15-Sep-44
31-Aug-54
12-Sep-60
6-Mar-62
29-Nov-63
12-Nov-68
2-Feb-70
19-Feb-72
2-Feb-76
26-Jan-78
6-Feb-78
29-Mar-84
27-Sep-85

19-Aug-91
30-Oct-91
11-Dec-92
13-Mar-93
16-Sep-99

Wave
Wind
Near Bottom
Downwelli ng
1
Stress
Height, H
Orbital
Current, Ud (cm s" )
Factor, Ua
(m)
Velocity, Um
(cm s·1}
(m s"1}
94.9
15.2
46.7
242.5
21.9
3.0
34.0
109.5
99.1
15.8
47.1
247.7
23.1
4.2
36.7
117.0
19.8
6.8
40.8
109.0
18.3
6.0
39.8
104.5
14.5
2.4
32.4
87.7
13.6
4.1
36.9
88.0
12.4
3.7
36.0
83.0
12.2
1.9
30.7
78.0
16.2
4.4
37.3
98.0
16.4
5.1
38.5
99.4
18.8
5.2
38.6
106.5
24.4
5.6
39.1
122.1
23.3
4.3
36.9
117.9
20.0
6.1
39.9
110.0
17.0
5.1
38.5
100.6
16.2
4.4
37.3
97.8
11.6
1.2
26.4
71.4
129.8
7.4
139.7
9.0
5.5
4.7
2.9
2.3
1.8
1.8
3.9
3.9
5.4
9.9
9.2
6.0
4.1
3.8
1.6

2.8*10 6
5
1.6*10
3.0*10 6
5
2.9*10
5
7.3*10
5
5.4*10
4
9.4*10
2.7*10 5
2.3*10 5
4
5.9*10
5
2.9*10
5
4.2*10
3.9*10 5
5
4.6*10
3.0*10 5
5
5.4*10
3.9*10 5
5
3.0*10
4
2.8*10

5

2.8*10
1.6*104
5
3.0*10
4
2.9*10
4
7.3*10
5.4*10 4
9.4*10 3
2.7*10 4
4
2.3*10
3
5.9*10
4
2.9*10
4.2*10 4
3.9*10 4
4.6*10 4
4
3.0*10
4
5.4*10
4
3.9*10
4
3.0*10
3
2.8*10

Sediment
Sediment
Sediment
Transport Rate, Transported, Transported,
Q (g cm·1 s·1)
q (g cm"1)
q (kg m"1)

Table 6 - Coarse Sand Transport on the Charlestown/Green Hill Shoreface, Historical Storm Events 1938 - 2000

143.5
8.2
153.8
14.9
37.4
27.7
4.8
13.4
11.8
3.0
14.9
21.5
20.0
23.6
15.4
27.7
20.0
15.4
1.4

Sediment
Transport
Volume,
Qv(m3·m·1)

Sediment Transport
Threshold Velocity

The threshold velocity is the velocity at which sediment of a given diameter
will begin to move. A threshold velocity (U1h) of 15.4 cm·s-1 for fine sand (0.19mm)
was calculated using equation 5 from CERC (1984) (Tables 3 and 5). The threshold
velocity for coarse sand (0.71mm) is 29.7 cm·s-1 and was used in sediment transport
calculations in Tables 4 and 6.
Wave Orbital Velocity

Sediment movement occurs when the oscillatory near bottom wave orbital
velocity (Um) exceeds the threshold. The near bottom orbital velocity was calculated
using equation 7 (Tables 3 and 5) for fine sand and equation 8 (Tables 4 and 6) for
coarse sand (Komar and Miller 1973; 1975). These Tables show that near bottom
orbital velocity increases with increasing wind stress and therefore increasing wave
height. For example, in Table 3, the storm on the lih of November 1995 had a near
bottom orbital velocity of 32.4 cm·s-1. In contrast, the storm on the 28th of February
1995 had a much lower wave height and therefore a near bottom orbital velocity of
only 0.1 cm·s-1. During the latter storm the orbital velocity did not exceed the
threshold (15.4 cm·s-1), therefore movement of fine sand was not initiated by the
action of surface waves. For coarse sand (Table 4), sediment motion due to wave
oscillation did not occur during seven storm events. Sediment motion due to wave
action for historic storm events (Tables 5 and 6) occurred for both fine and coarse
sediment, except during Hurricane Floyd in 1999.
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Downwelling
Downwelling is a return flow resulting from coastal set-up along the
shoreline; therefore, during times of elevated water level due to storm-surge,
downwelling should be expected to develop on the shoreface. Maximum water levels
and storm-surge elevations for historic storm events were obtained online from the
U.S. National Oceanographic Service (http://www.co-ops.nos.noaa.gov 1944-1999)
and are shown in Table 7.
Downwelling (Ua) currents were calculated using equation 8 (Griscom 1978)
and are shown in Tables 3,4,5,6. The strength of the downwelling current increases as
wave height increases, due to the increased coastal-set up (storm surge) along the
coastline. As the present study did not directly measure these currents on the
shoreface, the equation derived by Griscom (1978) (Eq. 8) represents a best
approximation of downwelling on the Charlestown shoreface. The two downwelling
events measured by Griscom (1978) were compared with the two calculated
downwelling flows in the present study. It was found that calculated downwelling
current flow may be overestimated by approximately 30% (appendix C).
Sediment Transport Rates
Sediment transport rates (Q) were calculated using the modified Bagnold
equation (Eq. 4) and are shown in Tables 3,4,5,6. Sediment was transported when the
downwelling current (Ua) exceeded the near bottom orbital velocity (Um), Therefore,
sediment transport rates were greater when the downwelling current was stronger.
This relationship was observed for both fine and coarse sand and in both 6 and 10
meters of water. Sediment transport rates and frequency of transport were greater for
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Service online at http://www.co-ops.nos.noaa.gov .

during historical storm events (1938-2000). All water level information was obtained from the U.S. National Oceanographic

Table 7. Observed water levels, predicted water levels, and maximum storm surge at the Newport, Rhode Island tide gauge

0

V,

21-Sep-38
15-Sep-44
31-Aug-54
12-Sep-60
6-Mar-62
29-Nov-63
12-Nov-68
2-Feb-70
19-Feb-72
2-Feb-76
26-Jan-78
6-Feb-78
29-Mar-84
27-Sep-85
19-Aug-91
30-Oct-91
11-Dec-92
13-Mar-93
16-Sep-99

Storm Event

t; ~·

Observed
Water Level
(meters)
4.12
2.45
3.30
2.05
1.96
2.20
1.84
1.57
1.95
2.00
1.80
1.86
1.52
1.60
2.38
2.23
1.94
1.82
1.22

Predicted
Water Level
(meters)
1.32
0.19
1.01
0.79
1.40
1.50
0.90
0.96
1.09
1.10
0.96
1.33
1.01
0.20
0.76
1.05
1.27
1.09
1.00

Maximum
Storm Surge
(meters)
2.80
2.26
2.30
1.27
0.56
0.71
0.94
0.61
0.86
0.90
0.85
0.53
0.51
1.40
1.62
1.17
0.67
0.73
0.23

Table 7 - Water Levels for Historical Storm Events (1938 - 2000)

fine sand in a water depth of 6 m. For example, in Table 4, downwelling (27.8 cm·s-1)
and orbital velocity (19.7 cm·s-1) did not exceed the threshold velocity (29.7 cm·s-1)
for coarse sand at 10 m water depth during a storm on the 20th of October 1996. As a
result there was no sediment transport. However, for that same storm event there was
transport of fine sand in 6 m of water (Table 3) because downwelling exceeded the
threshold velocity (15.4 cm·s-1). It is important to note that sediment transport is
greater during combined flow events when both downwelling and wave orbital
velocity exceed the threshold velocity. Due to the magnitude of the 19 historical
storm events, sediment was transported in all cases by combined flow (Tables 4 and
5).
Niedoroda and Swift (1981); Hequette and Hill (1993); Dickson (1999) have
asserted that the absolute magnitude ofbedload transport is much less important than
the relative magnitudes and patterns obtained from these calculations. The results
demonstrate some interesting general trends, the first of which is the association
between storm duration and the volume of sediment transported. Hurricanes are much
shorter in duration, lasting about 7 hours on average, compared to extratropical storm
events, which can last over 24 hours or more. The sediment transported (q) was
obtained by multiplying the transport rate (Q) by the duration (t). The sediment
volume transported (Qv) per unit width (1 meter), at a given depth on the shoreface
during a storm event, was calculated by dividing the sediment transported (q) by the
bulk sediment density (1,950 kg/m3; Roberts et al. 1998). Therefore, the sediment
transported (q) and the transport volume (Qv) during a long duration storm event is

much greater than a shorter duration event. For instance, Hurricane Donna in 1960
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had a sediment transport rate (Q) of9.0 g·cm- 1·s-1, nearly twice that of the Ash
Wednesday Northeaster of 1962 (Table 6). However, because of the long duration of
the Ash Wednesday storm event the amount of sediment transported (Qv) and (q) was
higher than the amount transported by Hurricane Donna (Table 6). A second general
trend observed in these results is that the amount of fine sediment transported at a
depth of 6 m is approximately an order of magnitude larger than transport of coarse
sand at a depth of 10 m. This relationship is true for both historical storm events and
the storms identified from 1994 to 1997.
Table 8 highlights calculated sediment transport volumes (Qv) of a few
selected storm events (from Tables 3,4,5,6). Transport volume (Qv) in m 3 ·m-1, can be
multiplied by the distance across the selected transport paths on the shoreface to yield
the total transport volume (Qt) expressed as m 3 . The distance across the transport path
of facies Ss for fine sand is approximately 450 m compared to the distance along the
barrier of 1,450 m. The distance across three offshore transport paths for coarse sand
within facies Csd (Plate 2) is approximately 380 m. Total sediment transport volume
(Qt) for selected storm events, attained using the procedure described above, are
displayed in Table 8. Table 8 also illustrates the greater transport volume for fine sand
at a water depth of 6 m compared to the transport volume of coarse sand at a depth of
10m.
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The events are listed in descending order with respect to sediment transport volume.

three storm events (bold face) that may have affected facies configuration changes on the multi-year sonar record are displayed.

depth of 6 m and coarse sand (0.71 mm) at a water depth of 10 m for selected storm events. Six historical storm events and
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Table 8. Sediment transport volume Qv (m ·m- and total sediment transport volume Q (m of fine sand (0.19 mm) at a water

~

V1

250,000

564.1
153.9

Storm Event

Sept211938

Mar 6 1962

44,000
41,500
32,000
21,000

97.4
92.3
71.8
46.1
35.4
13.8

Feb 6 1978

Dec 11 1992

Aug 19 1991

Feb 16 1996

Mar 261997

Jul 13 1996

6,000

16,000

53,000

117.9

Oct 30 1991

69,000

Total Fine Sand
Transport Volume,
Qt (m3)

Fine Sand
Transport Volume,
Qv (m3-m-1)

Table 8 - Sediment Transport Volume, Selected Storm Events

2.3

6.7

8.7

15.4

20.0

21.5

27.7

37.4

143.5

Coarse Sand
Transport Volume,
Qv (m3 ·m·1)

900

2,500

3,300

5,800

7,600

8,100

11,000

14,000

55,000

Total Coarse Sand
Transport Volume,
Qt (m3)

DISCUSSION
Cross-Shore Shoreface Circulation
Wind-Generated Circulation
Upwelling:

Upwelling was not a primary focus of the present study; therefore upwelling
was not quantified on the_Charlestown shoreface. However, upwelling does play a
critical role in onshore sediment transport. Upwelling flows develop when there is
offshore transport of the surface water mass due to offshore wind shear, resulting in an
onshore near-bottom flow (Fig.11 ). Upwelling conditions may develop during
fairweather conditions, when winds are light and directed offshore or obliquely
offshore. Bequette and Hill (1993) recorded upwelling of a few centimeters per
second when winds were directed obliquely offshore on the Canadian Beaufort Sea.
The onshore directed flow was the result of a wind-generated coastal set-down of a
few centimeters. Wang (1997) found that upwelling occurred along the California
coast while winds were in a northerly direction. On the East coast of the U.S.,
upwelling has also been associated with the passage of storm centers, resulting in a
rapid shift of strong surface winds in the offshore direction (Niedoroda et al. 1984).
Upwelling after a storm passage is often much stronger than upwelling during
fairweather conditions. Wright et al. (1994) identified intense upwelling flows after
the passage of the 1991 Halloween storm at Duck, North Carolina.
Wind direction during fairweather summer events on the south shore of
Rhode Island is obliquely onshore, from the southwest. Consequently, upwelling on
the Charlestown shoreface would not be a dominant flow during summer fairweather
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Figure 11. (A) Schematic representation of upwelling on the Charlestown shoreface.
Coastal set-down develops with an offshore or obliquely offshore wind (north in the
case of the south shore of Rhode Island). (B) Schematic representation of
downwelling and combined flow during storm events on the Charlestown shoreface.
Downwelling interacts with wave orbital motion from surface waves to create strong
offshore-directed combined flow.
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4
Downwelling
Flow

conditions. Upwelling on the Charlestown shoreface would more likely be generated
during the passage of a storm front. As a storm system passes the Rhode Island
shoreline there is a rapid north-northwest shift in wind direction (offshore). These
offshore winds can sustain durations and wind speeds similar to the onshore winds
associated with approaching storm systems (Niedoroda et al. 1984). Upwelling
generated by the passage of a storm event is not as strong as downwelling, primarily
due to upslope transport along the shoreface gradient (Fig. 3).
Down welling:

An onshore wind produces a landward movement of the surface water that
must be compensated for by a seaward current at depth (Komar 1998). This was noted
in early laboratory experiments of King and Williams (1949), undertaken to
investigate cross-shore sand transport. Bequette and Hill (1993) and Wright et al.
(1986) suggest that strong surface winds associated with storm events result in larger
surface waves and a storm surge, which causes a coastal set-up along the coast. This
results in a small but important sea surface slope. Such slopes develop an offshoredirected horizontal pressure gradient affecting the flow at all levels of the water
column and driving bottom currents (Fig. 11). Bequette and Hill (1993) recorded
downwelling currents, during storm events on the shoreface of the Beaufort Sea,
Canada. These researchers measured downwelling flow that was typically in the range
of 25-35 cm·s-1, but as high as 49 cm·s-1 during one larger event. These current
velocities were maintained for 9 to 18 consecutive hours. Cacchione et al. (1984)
measured offshore current velocities of 20-40 cm·s-1 on the California shoreface.
Niedoroda and Swift (1984) recorded a maximum offshore current velocity in excess
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of 60 cm·s-1 at a depth of 19 m, on the Long Island shoreface. Griscom (1978)
observed current velocities as much as 80 cm·s-1 on the Charlestown shoreface during
two severe winter storms in 1978.
Downwelling current flow calculated in the study was approximately
230 cm·s-1 for the Hurricanes of 1938 and 1954. Compared to other workers, flows of
these velocities would appear to be much too great, however, downwelling during
storms of this magnitude have never been recorded on any shoreface. Calculated
velocities for smaller storm events in the study compare reasonably well in magnitude
to downwelling flows measured by other researchers. However, downwelling
velocities might be overestimated by as much as 30%. Dickson (1999) noted that
downwelling flow in shallow water or broad continental shelves can approach high
velocity, similar to those calculated in the present study, but they may only last for a
period of hours. Down welling flow calculated in the present study most likely
represents a maximum downwelling velocity attained during the storm event. It is
likely that the maximum bottom current was not sustained throughout the duration of
the storm event; consequently sediment transport rates would tend to be
overestimated.
Wave Orbital Motion

Wave orbital motion is also an integral process in cross-shore circulation and
sediment transport across the Charlestown shoreface. In deep water, the path a water
particle follows under a surface wave is nearly circular. As the wave moves into
shallow water this circular motion has flattened to horizontal motions throughout the
water column. An asymmetry develops during this orbital motion due to different
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velocities that a particle of water will have as it oscillates under the wave. The
maximum horizontal velocity of a particle of water is attained twice as a wave passes:
once on the forward (onshore) stroke of the wave as the crest passes and again on the
backward (offshore) stroke as the trough passes. When a water particle is in the
trough, it is brought closer to the seabed than when it is in the crest; therefore
frictional retardation of the bed is greater when in the trough (Brown et al. 1989). The
relative lack of frictional retardation for a particle under the crest yields a higher
onshore velocity component of orbital motion (Fig. 12). This velocity asymmetry
plays a significant role in sediment transport on the shoreface.
Cross-shore Sediment Transport
Offshore Sediment Transport
Combined Flow:

Offshore sediment transport is dominated by storm-generated combined flows.
These combined flows (Fig. 11) are the result of strong, storm-induced downwelling
in coincidence with asymmetric wave orbital motion (Fig. 12). Wright (1991) and
Niedoroda et al. (1985) identified combined flows as the most important offshore
bottom flow acting over the shoreface. Hequette and Hill (1995) and Wright (1991)
found that oscillatory flows associated with surface waves are the most important
factors in the remobilization of bottom sediment. During asymmetric wave orbital
motion the onshore velocity component is larger than the offshore component,
yielding a net onshore transport of sediment. However, during storm events, this
oscillation produces no net transport of sediment onshore due to the strong offshoredirected down welling flows. Remobilization of bottom sediment does increase the
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Figure 12. The asymmetry of water particle velocities associated
with a shallow-water wave (blue curved line). Uthis the threshold
velocity (dashed black lines) at which grains of a given size will
be set in motion. Note that under the crest of a wave, grain
movement (brown fill) will occur more often than under the trough
of a wave. Modified from Brown et al. (1989).
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potential for downwelling to transport sediment offshore.
Coarse sand in 10 meters of water was in motion due to wave orbital
oscillation during 15 of the 22 storm events identified in this study (1994-1997) (Table
4). Figure 13 represents bottom orbital velocities as they relate to threshold motion
across the entire depth of the shoreface (21 meters) investigated in this study. It is
shown (Fig. 13) that during the majority of these events, sediment is in motion across
the entire shoreface. During historical storm events wave orbital oscillation is
effective in initiating bottom sediment motion in water depths up to 40 meters.
Although oscillatory sediment motion can be demonstrated across the entire
Charlestown shoreface investigated in the study, wave orbital motion alone cannot
account for sediment transport. Transport offshore within combined flows was
identified when the calculated downwelling current exceeded the near bottom wave
orbital velocity (Tables 3,4,5,6). Storm surge duration for Hurricane Bob 1991 was
estimated to be 9 hours (Fig. 14). Data plots such as the one used for Hurricane Bob
were useful in estimating timing and duration of storm surge and downwelling during
all storm events identified in this survey. Storm-surge duration for extratropical
storms, such as the Blizzard of December 1992 (Fig. 15), can last for days in many
cases. During storms of these durations, downwelling and offshore-directed combined
flow can be expected to transport a much greater amount of sediment offshore.
Coarse Sand with Small Dunes Configuration:

Response of the shoreface to storm-generated combined flows and offshore
sediment transport can be described by the observed facies configuration of coarse
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storm events, threshold velocity is exceeded beyond the greatest depth of the study area (21 m).

orbital velocities slowly decreased until they were below the threshold velocity (dashed red line). However, during many large

Figure 13. Near bottom orbital velocity for storm events (1994-1997) compared to the threshold velocity for coarse sand. Wave
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after Hurricane Bob had passed and winds shifted northwest. All water levels were obtained from the U.S. National

1.62 meters (Table 7) and the storm surge only lasted approximately 9 hours. Note that set-down occurred almost immediately

Figure 14. Water levels during Hurricane Bob of 1991 showing both storm surge and set-down. Maximum storm surge was
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(Table 7), which was significantly lower than Hurricane Bob (Fig. 14), however the surge occurred for nearly four consecutive

Figure 15. Water levels during the December Blizzard of 1992 showing storm surge. Maximum storm surge was 0.67 meters
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sand with small dunes (Csd). Klinger (1996) found that transport of the Csd facies in
a depth of 12 meters occurred about 2.5 to 4 days per year. The present study found
that the offshore transport of coarse sand within the Csd at a depth of 10 meters
occurred about 6 days per year. Klinger (1996) hindcast wave heights using wind data
collected during a relatively non-stormy time period, therefore somewhat under
predicting transport frequency.
Coarse sand with small dunes (Csd) are well-documented features in many
shoreface environments. They have been referred to as megaripples (Knebel et al.
1982), gravel ripples (Forbes and Boyd 1987), and dunes (Klinger 1996). On the
Charlestown shoreface the term dune has been used after the bedform classification
scheme of Ashley et al. (1990). Although terminology may vary, the mechanism of
formation for these features is very similar. Researchers such as Thieler et al. (1995),
Swift and Freeland (1978), Leckie (1988), and Cacchione et al. (1984) have proposed
that the elongate swaths are scoured during storm-induced downwelling. Dune
movement within these depressions are then initiated by strong oscillatory combined
flows directed offshore. These dunes appear symmetrical because of subsequent
movement by the action of wave orbital oscillation. Cacchione et al. (1984) suggested
that these combined flows might possibly become concentrated along topographic
lows adjacent to areas of higher, resistant bottom topography. On the Charlestown
shoreface, the juxtaposition of dune swaths (Csd) and adjoining topographic highs
(GLb and GLc) suggest that the complicated bathymetry exerts a dominant control on
combined flow behavior and sediment transport (Fig. 16).
On the Charlestown shoreface Morang and McMaster (1980) have suggested
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composed of facies Fs (light yellow) and facies GLcM (light blue).

facies GLb (dark blue) on the upper shoreface. Note that further offshore these flows occur alongside topographic ridges

with the formation of facies Csd (dark gray), are concentrated by topographically higher areas of facies GLc (aqua blue) and

Figure 16. Occurrence of combined flows on the Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface. Combined flow (red arrows), associated
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that the coarse sand with small dunes (Csd) are the result of sediment transport by rip
currents. This explanation is adequate for the Csd facies on the upper shoreface in 3-5
meters of water, particularly when swath configuration is regular (Plate 1 and 2) due to
incident and edge wave interactions (Komar 1998). Further offshore, rip currents are
not extremely dominant (Wright et al. 1991) and therefore cannot explain the majority
of the Csd formation. Therefore, formation of the coarse sand with small dunes facies
by combined flow is preferred for the Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface.
During storm events, higher wave conditions eroded sediment from the berm
and foredune zone. Much of this sediment is deposited on the upper shoreface, or
transported further offshore within combined flows. Niedoroda et al. (1984) found
that on the Long Island shoreface sediment was transported and deposited as much as
5,000 meters offshore onto the inner shelf during the course of one storm event.
Combined flows that deposit coarse sand with small dunes (Csd), in effect act as
conduits for sediment transport offshore (Fig. 16).
Onshore Sediment Transport

Niedoroda et al. (1984) found that the sediment residing on much of the
shoreface was not transported during non-storm (fairweather) conditions. Only on the
upper shoreface, is there a tendency for sand to be driven onshore primarily by the
action of asymmetrical near bottom wave orbital velocities. The term closure depth
was originally identified by Hallermeier (1981), but used by Boothroyd and Klinger
( 1998), Klinger ( 1996), and Brenner ( 1998) to represent the seaward limit of sediment
transport onshore during fairweather conditions. Closure depth or return depth
(preferred usage in the present study) can vary considerably depending on the wave
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conditions of a particular shoreface. Wright et al. (1991) measured wave orbital
velocities between 10-20 cm·s-1, which dominated near-bottom flow. These flows
occurred on the upper shoreface during fairweather and swell conditions when winds
were light and variable.
Upwelling is a secondary but possibly significant component of onshore
sediment transport (Fig. 11). However, there have been a limited number of
investigations of onshore sediment transport associated with this flow (Dickson 1999).
Wright et al. ( 1994) observed the onshore transport of damaged equipment from 13 m
of water during the final stage of the 1991 Halloween Northeaster. The onshore
transport was associated with strong offshore winds as the storm front passed. On the
Charlestown shoreface, it would be reasonable to surmise that upwelling associated
with strong north to northwest winds and storm set-down (Fig. 14) could counter some
of the offshore sediment transport associated with downwelling. However, this
process has not yet been quantified.
Fine Sand Sheet Configuration:

The extent of the sand sheet (Ss) on the upper shoreface (approximately 3-8 m
water depth, Plate 1 and 2) reflects the relative frequency of storminess and the
response of the shoreface to fairweather processes. Klinger (1996) found that the
transport of facies Ss occurs at least 90 days per year, with 30 of these days attributed
to onshore transport by a fairweather southwest sea breeze. In contrast, fine sand
within the sand sheet at a depth of 6 meters was transported offshore during only
twenty-one storms identified between 1994-97 (Table 3). This comparison
demonstrates the relative frequency with which sand is transported offshore versus
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onshore. However, Hequette and Hill (1993) noted one storm event could transport
more sediment offshore in one hour than fairweather processes can move onshore in
two or more days.
During fairweather and swell (distant storm) conditions, fine sand is
transported from the return depth, onshore to the berm. Return depth for the
Charlestown shoreface was calculated to be approximately 12 m (Klinger 1996).
Therefore, during periods of fairweather, berm volume should increase and the extent
and amount of the sand sheet on the shoreface should decrease. Conversely, during
storminess, sand will be eroded from the berm/foredune and transported offshore.
This sand will be transported onto the upper shoreface increasing the observed extent
of the sand sheet on the side-scan sonar records. A portion of the sand will also be
transported beyond the approximate return depth, especially during large storm events.
Once beyond the return depth this sand will be lost from the beach and upper
shoreface system.

Facies Configuration Changes
Upper Shoreface (1995-1997)

A portion of the upper shoreface (approximately 3-10 m) was surveyed in
1995, 1996, and 1997 (Fig. 2). This multi-year side-scan sonar record provided both
the temporal and spatial resolution needed to identify facies changes on the
Charlestown shoreface. Both the cobble pavement (GLc) and glacial boulder outcrop
(GLb) exert a dominant control on the bathymetry of Charlestown shoreface. Modem
shoreface processes affect the sand sheet (Ss) facies and the coarse sand with small
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dunes (Csd) facies much more frequently than facies GLc and GLb.
It has been recognized (Hayes and Boothroyd 1969) that the state of the beach
at any given time is directly related to the frequency and magnitude of the storms
affecting the coast. Similarly, shoreface configuration can be related to beach cycles
of erosion and accretion (Fig. 17). Storm events and fairweather induce change on
the beach that will produce a change in facies configuration on the shoreface and viceversa.
Long-term beach profiles have been conducted on the Charlestown barrier
using the modified Emery method (Emery 1961). From these data (Boothroyd 1995;
Boothroyd 1999), beach profiles were plotted and total profile volume and active berm
volume were calculated (Fig. 18). During the years of the sonar record, profile volume
at CHA-EZ was greatest during the spring and summer of 1995 (Fig. 18). In 1996 and
1997 the profile volume steadily decreased. This decrease in profile volume was
directly related to an increase in storminess. There were 10 storms identified in 1996
and 8 storms identified in 1997 compared to only 4 in 1995 (Tables 3 and 4). These
changes to the beach and active berm were related to observed changes in facies
configuration during the study period (Plate 2 and Fig. 17).
Brenner (1998) calculated active berm and sand sheet (Ss) volumes of the
study area in 1995, 1996, 1997 (Table 9). The present study calculated the volume of
the coarse sand with small dunes (Csd) facies (Table 9). Sediment volumes displayed
in table 8 were calculated following the procedure developed by Boothroyd and
Klinger (1998), Klinger (1996), and Brenner (1998). Volume change of the active
berm represents the approximate sand volume exchanged between the shoreface and
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may have taken months to develop.

formation of Csd as sediment is transported further offshore. Note that one severe can completely erode a mature berm, which

the sand sheet (Ss) is transported offshore. Severe storms will generate strong combined flows which will result in large swath

many small Csd swaths on the shoreface by rip currents. During moderate and severe storms sand is eroded from the beach and

figure) if there are prolonged periods of fairweather and swell. A depositional beach profile is coupled with the formation of

onshore, increasing berm volume and developing a mature berm. A long-term depositional profile will be attained (top of

cycle as identified by Boothroyd et al. (1998). During periods of fairweather and swell the sand sheet (Ss) is transported

processes (blue text) modified slightly from Klinger (1996) and Boothroyd and Klinger (1998) were added to the beach profile

Figure 17. Representation of erosion and accretion cycles for Rhode Island beaches and shoreface. Shoreface changes and
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volume decreased during 1996 and 1997 as storminess increased. Volume changes to the beach profile represent sand

period (1995-1997) for this research. The first sonar record (1995) was taken when profile volume was relatively high. Profile

Figure 18. Long-term, beach profile volume for the CHA-EZ profile (Boothroyd 1995; Boothroyd 1999) showing the study
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the beach. The volume of the active berm was highest in 1995, which corresponded to
a lower sand sheet volume compared to the sand sheet volume of 1996 (Fig. 19). An
increase in the amount of the sand sheet in 1996 can be seen on the sonar records by
the relative lack of small swaths of Csd within facies Ss (Plate 2). The sand sheet
covered the swaths of Csd in 1996 because an increase in storminess during that year
had caused erosion of the berm and transport of sediment offshore. During times of
fairweather, small swaths of Csd with regular spacing are formed by rip currents
(Boothroyd and Klinger 1998; Klinger 1996). The lower volume of facies Csd in
1996 relative to 1995 (Table 9) also demonstrates the aforementioned observation
(Fig. 19). The configuration of the shoreface in 1997 appears similar to the
configuration in 1995 (Plate 2). The volume of the sand sheet in 1997 had also
decreased from 1996 (Table 9) and was similar to the volume of 1995 (Fig. 19). It
may be reasonable to assume that the sand sheet had simply been transported back
onshore, which would account for the appearance of abundant small swaths of Csd
(Plate 2). However, the total sand volume of 1997 was significantly less than 1995
(Table 9), storminess had continued and the berm volume had also decreased (Fig.
19).
Table 9
Sand Volume Distribution (1995-1997)
Year

Ss Volume

Csd Volume

Berm Volume

Total Sand
Volume

1995
1996
1997

Brenner (1998) attributed the loss of total sand (from 1995-1997) to longshore
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Total sand volume represents the volume of the Ss, Csd, and berm. This total volume is shown to decrease from 1995 to 1997.

volumes were calculated by Brenner (1998) and all values for the Ss, Csd, berm, and total volume are displayed in Table 8.

Figure 19. Sand volume distribution on the Charlestown shoreface modified from Brenner (1998). Berm and sand sheet
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transport. It is likely that some of the sand was lost from the system due to longshore
transport. The present research has found that the majority of this sand was most
likely transported offshore, beyond the area of the multi-year sonar record. Sand that
was eroded from the berm and deposited on the upper shoreface in 1995 and 1996 was
transported further offshore as storminess in 1997 had continued. It has been shown
(Tables 3 and 4) that there were several storm events within the study period that
could have accounted for the offshore sediment transport. During 1996 and 1997
there were a few notable storms in which there was significant transport of sediment
offshore, well beyond the 12 m return depth (Tables 3 and 4). For example, a storm
on the 16th of February of 1996 that lasted 24 hours transported 8.7 m 3 ·m-1 of coarse
sand offshore in a depth of 10 m. On the 6th and 31st of March 1997 two strong
southerly gales with high wind stresses transported 13.3 m 3 ·m-1 and 17.4 m 3 ·m-1 of
coarse sand respectively (Table 4). During severe storm events large swaths of Csd
(>7m of water) are either formed or re-activated by combined flows that transport both
fine and coarse sediment offshore (Fig. 16). However, the general orientation and
position of these large swaths seem to remain relatively constant between years (Plate
2).
Calculated sediment transport volume for historical storm events, particularly
the Hurricanes of 1938 and 1954 (Tables 5,6,8), are extremely large. However, these
volumes appear to correlate well with existing information on frontal retreat and
barrier/headland erosion during these intense storm events. During the September
Hurricane of 1938 the barrier core (including the foredune zone and the backbarrier
flat; Fig. 18) were subject to storm-surge and erosion (Boothroyd et al. 1998).
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Furthermore, analysis from photographs taken after the hurricane indicates that the
foredune eroded more than 15 m in areas along the Misquamicut barrier (Fig. I)
(Nichols and Marston 1939). On the Charlestown barrier, using 15 m as a proxy for
the amount offoredune erosion, as much as approximately 180 m 3 ·m-1 of sediment
may have been transported onshore and offshore from erosion of the barrier
core/berm. It is possible, by multiplying 180 m 3·m-1 by a total barrier length of
1,450 m, that approximately 260,000 m 3 of sediment was redistributed from the
barrier. Erosion of this magnitude could supply the sediment volume required in the
calculated transport volumes attained in the present study.
Outer Shoreface

Multiple years of side-scan sonar coverage on the outer Charlestown shoreface
was limited to only a portion of the 1996 and 1997 sonar record. Furthermore, the
overlap that did exist between these two years was confined to a relatively small area
between 16 and 18 meters water depth (Fig. 2). Essentially there were no observable
changes in the configuration of the facies identified within these surveys. This would
suggest that the upper shoreface represents a more dynamic system, which is more
often influenced by storm and fairweather events (Wright 1987). However, it has been
demonstrated that significant amounts of sediment are transported offshore onto the
outer Charlestown shoreface.
The Fs facies that occurs on the shoreface from about 12 meters of water to 18
meters of water is located in a very interesting position (Plate 1). It was suggested
earlier that sediment transported beyond a return depth of 12 m (Klinger 1996) would
not be returned back onshore by fairweather processes. It is possible that the Fs facies
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represents a portion of this sediment that has been lost from the upper shoreface
system during offshore transport. The Fs facies is adjoining the GLcM facies at a
depth of approximately 16 meters and follows the same trend (NW-SE) of the GLcM
facies (Plate 1). In some cases both of these facies are located along bathymetric
ridges (Fig. 16) with the relatively depressed Csd on either side. It appears that
bottom current flow, even at these depths are concentrated and steered by these
topographically higher features as suggested by Cacchione et al. (1984) and Thieler et
al. (1995).
Dragger Trails:

Dragger trails are marks left on the seafloor by large metal doors that attach to
trawling nets of commercial fishing vessels. The dragger trails on the 1997 offshore
sonar survey (Fig. 20) provide important insight into the behavior of combined flows
on the Charlestown shoreface. These dragger trails are located within both the coarse
sand with small dunes (Csd) and cobble pavement with mud (GLcM) facies.
However, the dragger trails in many areas are abruptly truncated at the Csd facies (Fig.
21). This indicates that facies Csd were resurfaced by either combined flows or wave
orbital motion, and the topographically higher GLcM facies was not. These marks are
consistent with the theory that combined flows are concentrated and steered by
surrounding resistant topography.
DeAlteris et al. (1999) identified dragger trails using side-scan sonar in lower
Narragansett Bay. These researchers found evidence that trails due to trawl doors
were restricted to deeper waters with a bottom composition of soft cohesive sediments,
despite observations that trawling activity occurs in a wide range of water depths.
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Figure 20. Facies map of the 1997 Outer Charlestown/Green Hill shoreface showing
dragger trails (black lines) from commercial fishing vessels. Note that in many cases
the dragger trails that run from the GLcM facies are truncated when they reach facies
Csd. The red box indicates the location of side-scan sonar image 97-86 (Fig. 21).
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Figure 21. 1997 outer Charlestown shoreface side-scan image 97-86 (19 m water
depth) showing dragger trails running roughly parallel to the sonar trackline on the
GLcM facies. Continuous dragger trails that can be traced across the GLcM facies
are abruptly truncated when they reach facies Csd.
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DeAlteris et al. (1999) found that bottom scars dug in 7 m of water on a sand bottom
(interpreted in the present study to be facies Csd) are resurfaced every 1-4 days. In
contrast, bottom scars dug in 14 m of water on a mud bottom persisted for greater than
60 days. Presumably, the trails found in the present study would persist for an even
greater length of time due to their occurrence in deeper water. The research of
DeAlteris et al. (1999) provides an approximate time frame for the resurfacing of these
features.
These dragger trails could provide an excellent opportunity for future research.
Multiple years of side-scan sonar together with these dragger trails could be used to
identify change on the outer shoreface, and also the precise timing and depth of that
change. These features, in effect, act as markers on the outer shoreface.
Implications for a Profile of Equilibrium

The concept of a shoreface profile of equilibrium originally proposed by Brunn
(1962) describes the adjustment of a shoreface/beach profile in response to sea-level
rise. This concave up profile will translate landward and upward to maintain an
equilibrium shape. Brunn (1962) developed a simple quantitative model (Brunn rule)
that follows the form:

h = Ay213
h
y

(10)

=water depth (m)
=distance offshore (m)

A

=scaling parameter dependent
on sediment characteristics

This model also assumes that the shoreface is entirely composed of sand.
This simple relationship was developed in order to determine fill amounts and
sediment size for beach replenishment projects. More recently Dean (1991) and others
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have done work to develop more complex "Brunn Rules" as a way of more effectively
predicting erosion and profile change. These models are widely used in coastal
engineering projects. However, Pilkey et al. (1993) have argued that there has been no
systematic field verification of the physical basis for the equilibrium profile equation
and concept. List et al. (1997) demonstrated that the Brunn rule was not effective in
predicting observed changes in beach profiles in Louisiana.
Many assumptions that govern the concept of a profile of equilibrium cannot
be applied to the Charlestown shoreface. First, the assumption that the antecedent
geology must not play a part in determining the shape of a profile is completely
invalid. It has been show that the Charlestown shoreface is extremely "bumpy" (Fig.
3) and that the antecedent topography exerts a dominant control on the processes
occurring within this environment. Second, the Charlestown shoreface is not infinitely
sandy. Finally, the concept assumes that sediment transport resulting from
unidirectional currents is assumed to either cancel out or have a negligible effect over
time. This research has shown that these currents play a critical role in sediment
transport on the shoreface. The profile of equilibrium does not adequately describe
processes occurring in this coastal environment. Therefore, the profile of equilibrium
should not be used in project design on the south shore of Rhode Island.
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CONCLUSIONS

Facies mapping on the Charlestown shoreface and an investigation of sediment
transport particularly during storm events has yielded the following conclusions.
1. The Charlestown shoreface is an extremely dynamic environment, which is the
result of complex interactions between wind, wave, and current forces.
2. Multiple years of side-scan sonar records provided the temporal and spatial
resolution to identify storm events that were responsible for observable facies changes
within the record. This research identified 22 storm events during the years of the
side-scan sonar record. Of these events, 21 storms were capable of transporting
sediment offshore and were therefore capable of producing configuration changes on
the side-scan sonar record.
3. Both the Ss and Csd facies are actively transported and altered by storm events and
fairweather processes (southwest seabreeze and winter northwest wind).

Resistant

deposits of GLb and GLc exert a dominant control on the bathymetry of the
Charlestown shoreface.
4. Sediment transport is about an order of magnitude greater for fine sand at a water
depth of 6m than coarse sand at a depth of 10 m.
5. Historical storm events were capable of transporting large amounts of sediment
offshore, in some cases as much as 564.1 m 3 ·m-1 during Hurricane Carol in 1954.
6. The Ss is transported onshore predominately by the action of wave orbital
asymmetry during times of fairweather and to a lesser extent during upwelling flows.
Sediment is transported offshore within the Csd by strong storm-induced combined
flows. These flows on the Charlestown shoreface are most likely concentrated and
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steered by areas of higher topography.
7. Facies configuration changes on the shoreface can be related to erosion and
accretion cycles of the beach/berm. From 1995 to 1997 storminess had increased and
active berm volume steadily decreased. Sediment eroded from the berm was
transported onto the upper shoreface, reflected by the extent of the Ss. As storminess
continued fairweather processes were not able to transport the sediment onshore.
Instead it was transported further offshore by the action of combined flows, possibly
beyond the return depth.
8. The Fs facies may represent a portion of the fine sand that is transported offshore
beyond the return depth.
9. The multi-year coverage of the outer Charlestown shoreface is limited to only two
successive years. However, it appears that facies configuration changes in this region
are less frequent. Dragger trails from commercial fishing vessels could provide more
insight into the frequency of this change.
10. Assumptions that are implicit in the concept of a shoreface profile of equilibrium
have been shown to be invalid on the Charlestown shoreface. Therefore, this concept
should not be used for beach design and replenishment in Rhode Island.
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APPENDIX A:

Facies Interpretation and Mapping Procedure
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Facies Interpretation:
1. Distinct sonar facies were identified on the side-scan sonar by differences in
acoustic backscatter (strength of sonar return signal). The relative differences
in acoustic backscatter correspond to a particular grain size and thus
sedimentary facies. For example, sonar facies with relatively high acoustic
backscatter appear bright white on the sonar record, corresponding to fine
sand. Conversely, sonar facies with low acoustic backscatter appear grey and
can be identified as coarse sand.
2. Sonar facies were also identified by the existence (or non-existence) of
bedforms and boulder/cobble outcrop. The former can be identified as shoreparrallel lineations (bedform crests) or very low relief (no bedforms) on the
sonar record. The latter appear as round features with a dark side and a bright
"shadow" side that point away from the trackline.
3. These sonar facies and their subsequent interpretations were confirmed by
diver observations and sampling (Boothroyd and Klinger 1998; Klinger 1996;
Brenner 1998).
Facies Mapping:
1. Contacts between facies and sonar track index numbers were identified on the
side-scan sonar record and then transferred directly onto mylar overlays.
2. AutoCad 14™ was used to digitize the contacts directly from the mylar
(contacts digitized as polylines ).
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3. An AutoLispTMprogram "sscan.lsp" (appendix A) determined Rhode Island
State Plane coordinates (NAD 83) for the two outer edges and the center of the
track at each index point (vertical lines on the sonar record).
4. There were six (x,y) coordinate pairs (3 coordinate pairs for each of the two
index points) used to calibrate the digitizer tablet correcting minor course
changes and speed of the boat.
5. The digitized side-scan sonar coverages, geo-registered as Rhode Island State
Plane NAD 83, were then imported into Maplnfo 6™ (GIS mapping software).
6. Facies contacts originally digitized as polylines were combined in order to
create polygons of individual sedimentary facies.
7. These individual polygons were identified, colored, and labeled in order to
create a final geologic facies map of the Charlestown shoreface.
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,·*********************************************************************

********
SSCAN.LSP
December 16, 1996
by J .P.Klinger
,·*********************************************************************
********

A routine to determine digitizer calibration points for side-scan
sonar images from side-scan sonar output reference locations.
(Deftm C:SC()
"" "' ""''""''

; defines the function SC

'"""""'''

'"'''''

""' "" ""'"'''

"'"" "" """

(setq lnamel (getstring "Enter layer name for COVERAGE RECTANGLES: "))
(setq lname2 (getstring "Enter layer name for CALIBRATION LABELS:"))
;(setq lname3 (getstring "Enter layer name for INDEX LABELS: "))
;(setq lname4 (getstring "Enter layer name for TRACK LINE: "))
(setq fsize (getstring "Enter text size for LABELS: "))
; (setq trot (getstring "Enter rotation for LABELS: "))
(command "LAYER" "s" lnamel "")
""' """'''"'''

'"" """"' ""'''' '"' "'' ""'' """'"'

""" '""'

(Setq filei (Getfiled "Enter name of ascii INPUT FILE: " "" "idx" 8))
(Setq fnami (open filei "r"))
; opens ascii file for READING
(Setq filo (Getfiled "Enter name of ascii OUTPUT FILE: " "" "cal" 8))
(Setq fnamo (open filo "a"))
; opens ascii file for WRITING
(Setq lab 1 1)
(Setq lab2 2)
(Setq lab3 3)
(Setq lab4 4)

(Setq dx 0)
(Setq dy 0)
'''''"'''

"'""'''''''''"

"" ""'''''

""'"'''"''

(Setq record (Read-Line fnami))
(Setq record (read-line fnami))
(Setq record (read-line fnami))
(While (/= record "EOF")
(Setq NW())
(Setq SW())
(Setq SE())

"'""'''

"""''''''

; reads first line of file

; begin loop to extract x-y values
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(Setq NE())
(Setq ptl ())
; defines list for first x-y pair
(Setq xcoord (SubStr record 10 11)) ; extracts xcoord from text line
(Setq ycoord (SubStr record 23 10)) ; extracts ycoord from text line
(Setq xvall (Read xcoord))
; strips spaces, etc. from string
(Setq yvall (Read ycoord))
; strips spaces, etc. from string
(Setq ptl (cons yvall ptl))
; puts y value in list ptl
(setq pt 1 (cons xval 1 pt 1))
; puts x value in list pt 1
(Setq record (Read-Line fnami)) ; reads next line from ascii file
(if(/= record "EOF")
; checks for "EOF" for 2nd time
(Progn
; allows multiple statements
(Setq pt2 ())
; defines list for second x-y pair
(Setq xcoord (SubStr record 10 11))
(Setq ycoord (SubStr record 23 10))
(Setq xval2 (Read xcoord))
(Setq yval2 (Read ycoord))
(Setq pt2 (Cons yval2 pt2))
(Setq pt2 (cons xval2 pt2))
(Setq dy (- yval2 yvall))
(Setq dx (- xval2 xvall))
(if(< dy 1) (setq qy 23))
(if(> dy 1) (setq qy 14))
(if(< dx l)(setq qx 34))
(if(> dx 1) (setq qx 12))
(if(= 26 (+ qy qx)) (setq quad 1))
(if(= 35 (+ qy qx)) (setq quad 2))
(if(= 57 (+ qy qx)) (setq quad 3))
(if(= 48 (+ qy qx)) (setq quad 4))
(Setq ady (ABS dy))
(Setq adx (ABS dx))
(Setq tan(/ ady adx))
(Setq trad (atan tan))
(Setq aeon(* trad 180))
(Setq theta (/ aeon pi))
(Setq trot theta)
(Setq dx (* 246.075 (sin trad)))
(Setq dy (* 246.075 (cos trad)))
(if(= quad 1)
(Progn
(Setq NWx (- xvall dx))
(Setq NWy (+ yvall dy))
(Setq SWx (+ xvall dx))
(Setq SWy (- yvall dy))
(Setq SEx (+ xval2 dx))
(Setq SEy (- yval2 dy))
(Setq NEx (- xval2 dx))
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(Setq NEy (+ yval2 dy))
)
)
(if(= quad 2)
(Progn
(Setq NWx (+ xvall dx))
(Setq NWy (+ yvall dy))
(Setq SWx (- xvall dx))
(Setq SWy (- yvall dy))
(Setq SEx (- xval2 dx))
(Setq SEy (- yval2 dy))
(Setq NEx (+ xval2 dx))
(Setq NEy (+ yval2 dy))
)
)
(if(= quad 3)
(Progn
(Setq NWx (- xval2 dx))
(Setq NWy (+ yval2 dy))
(Setq SWx (+ xval2 dx))
(Setq SWy (- yval2 dy))
(Setq SEx (+ xvall dx))
(Setq SEy (- yvall dy))
(Setq NEx (- xvall dx))
(Setq NEy (+ yvall dy))
)
)
(if(= quad 4)
(Progn
(Setq NWx (+ xval2 dx))
(Setq NWy (+ yval2 dy))
(Setq SWx (- xval2 dx))
(Setq SWy (- yval2 dy))
(Setq SEx (- xvall dx))
(Setq SEy (- yvall dy))
(Setq NEx (+ xvall dx))
(Setq NEy (+ yvall dy))
)
)
(Setq NW (Cons NWy NW))
(Setq NW (Cons NWx NW))
(Setq SW (Cons SWy SW))
(Setq SW (Cons SWx SW))
(Setq SE (Cons SEy SE))
(Setq SE (Cons SEx SE))
(Setq NE (Cons NEy NE))
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(Setq NE (Cons NEx NE))
(command "LINE" NW SW SE NE NW"")
; draws rectangle
(command "LAYER" "M" lname2 "")
; changes layer for labels
(command "TEXT" "J" "TL" NW fsize trot labl)
(command "TEXT" "J" "BL" SW fsize trot lab2)
(command "TEXT" "J" "TR" SE fsize trot lab3)
(command "TEXT" "J" "BR" NE fsize trot lab4)
;(setq x (Car xy))
;(setq y (Cadr xy))
(setq NWSx (rtos nwx 2 4))
(setq SWSx (rtos swx 2 4))
(setq SESx (rtos sex 2 4))
(setq NESx (rtos nex 2 4))
(setq NWSy (rtos nwy 2 4))
(setq SWSy (rtos swy 2 4))
(setq SESy (rtos sey 2 4))
(setq NESy (rtos ney 2 4))
(setq tab " ")
(setq slabl (rtos labl 2 0))
(setq slab2 (rtos lab2 2 0))
(setq slab3 (rtos lab3 2 0))
(setq slab4 (rtos lab4 2 0))
(setq datwl (strcat slabl tab Nwsx tab nwsy))
(setq datw2 (strcat slab2 tab Swsx tab swsy))
(setq datw3 (strcat slab3 tab Sesx tab sesy))
(setq datw4 (strcat slab4 tab Nesx tab nesy))
(write-line datwl fnamo)
(write-line datw2 fnamo)
(write-line datw3 fnamo)
(write-line datw4 fnamo)
(Setq labl (+ labl 4))
(Setq lab2 (+ lab2 4))
(Setq lab3 (+ lab3 4))
(Setq lab4 (+ lab4 4))
(command "LAYER" "M" lnamel "")
)
)
)
(close fnami)
(close fnamo)
)
''''' '"' """"''"'''"'''

;changes back to xy layer

; ends progn
; ends if
; ends while statement

; ends function LIFEL
"'"' """"'""'''

"'' "'""''

""'" "'''''
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Wind Speed Corrections and Wave Hindcast
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Wind Speed Corrections:

Wind data was obtained from the TF Green Weather Station in Warwick,
Rhode Island (U.S. Climatic Data Center 1956-1999 and Vallee 1993). This station
was located approximately 35 miles north of the Charlestown barrier. Athough it was
not directly on the coastline, it was the only station that consistantly provided wind
data for the time span covered in this survey. Griscom et al. (1982) found that wind
speed increased linearly with an increase in proximity to the coastline. Therefore, the
present study adjusted the orginal data using the equation derived by Griscom et al.
(1982) for wind velocity at Charlestown, Rhode Island.
Uch= 1.381 *UrFG·1.92

Where Uch is the adjusted wind speed at Charlestown and UTFG is the original wind
speed recorded at the T.F. Green Weather Station.
Due to frictional drag, wind speed measurements taken over land also need to
be adjusted to a wind stress factor (Ua) following CERC (1984) for use in hindcast
equations. The wind stress factor (Ua) accounts for the nonlinear relationship between
wind stress (force per unit area) and wind speed (m·s-1). The following is a list of the
proper adjustments made in order to obtain a wind stress factor:
A. All wave hindcast calculations have been designed using wind velocities at
an elevation of 10 meters above the surface of the earth. Therefore, wind
velocity (U) was adjusted to a wind velocity at 10 m (Ul 0) following the
equation below:
U(10) = U(z)*(10/z) 117

Where z is the elevation of the tower used to record the wind speed.
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B. Wind velocity must also be corrected for temperature variations between
wind over land opposed to wind over water. This equation is show below:
U = Rr*U(10)

Where RT is a constant of 1.1.
C. Finally, wind speed was adjusted to a final wind stress factor (Ua), which
was then used in the wave hindcast equations. The wind stress factor was
calculated using the equation:
Ua = 0.71*U 1 •23
Wave Hindcast:

CERC (1984) suggests the use of the shallow water wave eqations for waves
generated in a constant water depth of 90 meters or less. Waves during all storm
events identified in the study were generated on the continental shelf, well beyond
Block Island Sound. Therefore, waves were hindcast using a constant water depth of
70 m.

The shallow water wave equation (2) for calculating wave height (H) is listed

below:
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0.00565

3/4

gH

gd

tanh 0.530(

= wave period (seconds) 1
= wind stress factor (m·s- )
= depth (meters) 1
= wind speed (m·s- )

T
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d
U
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= gravitational2 acceleration
(9.81 m-s- )
F = fetch (meters)

g

T

= wave period (seconds)

The study also used the equation for period (T) from CERC (1984), the equation (3) is
listed below:
1/3

0.0379

3/8

(

~]

tanh 0.833(

ia']

These equations assume fetch-limited conditions. Fetch is the area over
which both wind speed and direction have remained relatively constant. Fetch-limited
conditions assume that the distance of the fetch during a storm has not been extensive
enough to reach a fully arisen or fully developed sea. Therefore, generation of wave
height is being limited by the fetch attained during a storm event.
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Fetch in the present study was estimated from the following equation from CERC
(1984):
t = 32.15 (F2/Ua)113

Where tis the duration of the storm event, Fis the fetch, and Ua is the wind stress
factor for that particular event.
The hindcast equations from CERC (1984) were obtained by simplifying the
parametric wave predition model ofHasselmann et al. (1976). Hasselmann et al.
(1976) developed a semiempirical approach for wave prediction. It is semiempirical
in that these relaionships require data collected from wind and wave measurements for
the assesment of various coefficients (Komar 1998). Hasselmann et al. (1976)
collected wind and fetch-limited wave spectra from various sources, including wave
spectra measurements in the Atlantic Ocean. In the absence of more sophisticated
hindcast techniques, the equations used in this study represent a close approximation
to actual conditions.
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APPENDIXC:

Downwelling Current % Error
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Downwelling Current:

An essential variable in the modified Bagnold sediment transport equation (Eq.
4) is the unidirectional current or downwelling (Ud), In most studies of shoreface
sediment transport, downwelling is attained by direct current meter measurement.
However, the present study did not employ the use of current meters. One of the few
relationships developed for the calculation of the down welling currents was that of
Griscom (1978) which was used in the current study. Therefore, the calculation of the
downwelling current used in the study represents one of the only ways to obtain this
current without direct measurement.
Griscom (1978) only measured bottom currents for two storm events during his
study period (26 th of January and 6th of Febuary 1978). This allowed only a very
limited comparison between the downwelling currents calculated for these two storms
in the study (Tables 5 and 6). Currents were measured at 2 hour intervals (Griscom
1978) and are shown below along with the calcuated downwelling current used in the
present study and the percent error:

Date
26-Jan-78

Measured
Time (hrs) Current
(cms·1)
5:00
7:00
9:00
11:00
13:00
15:00
17:00
19:00
21:00

75.0
60.4
85.4
104.2
83.3
75.0
60.4
89.6
75.0
78.0

Calculated

98.0

% Error I

25%

Date
6-Feb-78
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Measured
Time (hrs) Current
(cms·1)
9:00
11:00
13:00
15:00
17:00
19:00
21:00
23:00

87.5
58.3
81.3
87.5
87.5
50
70.8
60.4
72.9

Calculated
% Error I

99.4
36%

APPENDIXD:

Side-Scan Sonar Metadata
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I. 1995 Charlestown/Green Hill Shoreface Metadata
IDENTIFICATION

INFORMATION

Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Originator:
Joseph
P. Klinger
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
1995 Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Shore face
Edition:
one
Geospatial_Data_Presentation_Form:
Map
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Larger_Work_Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon Boothroyd;Joseph
P. Klinger;
Howard Brenner;Matthew
G.
Zitello;Matthew
Dowling
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Misquamicut
Barrier/Headland
Shoreface
Publication
Information:
Publication
Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Description:
Abstract:
This project
involved
facies
mapping
of selected
areas
on
the Rhode Island
shoreface
and inner
shelf
using
side-scan
sonar.
Sedimentary
facies
were identified
and digitized
directly
from the side-scan
sonar
records
and mapped at a
scale
of 1:5000.
Side-scan
sonar
surveys
were collected
during
the course
of three
years,
1995, 1996, and 1997.
Purpose:
Side-scan
survey
was used in order
to identify
and map
facies
on the Rhode Island
shoreface.
This project
also
determined
the location
of sand facies
and tracked
the
movement and change
in geometry
of two facies
identified
as
sand sheet
and coarse
sand with small
dunes.
Supplemental_Information:
This study
also employed
the use of multi-year
sonar
records
to understand
seasonal
and after
storm changes
of
sand facies.
This map represents
the area of the
Charlestown/Green
Hill
barrier
shoreface
that
was surveyed
in 1995.
Time Period
of Content:
Time - Period - Information:
Range_of_Dates/Times:
Beginning_Date:
19950825
Ending_Date:
19950829
Currentness
Reference:
19950829
Status:
Progress:
Complete
Maintenance_and_Update_Frequency:
None planned
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and

Spatial_Domain:
Bounding_Coordinates:
West_Bounding_Coordinate:
459444.1053
East_Bounding_Coordinate:
474787.1790
North_Bounding_Coordinate:
103041.1552
South_Bounding_Coordinate:
93995.6575
Keywords:
Theme:
Theme Keyword_Thesaurus:
None
Theme_Keyword:
Side-scan
sonar
Theme_Keyword:
Facies
Theme_Keyword:
Shoreface
Theme_Keyword:
Sand Sheet
Theme_Keyword:
Coarse
Sand with Small Dunes
Theme_Keyword:
Cobble Pavement
Theme_Keyword:
Boulder
Outcrop
Theme_Keyword:
Multi-year
Theme Keyword:
Barrier
Place:
Place_Keyword_Thesaurus:
None
Place_Keyword:
Charlestown
Place_Keyword:
Green Hill
Place_Keyword:
South Shore
Place_Keyword:
Rhode Island
Place
Keyword:
New England
Access
Constraints:
Data are available
from the Rhode Island
Geological
Survey
Use Constraints:
Data are to be used at the scale
intended
Point
of Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization
Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of
Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
314 Woodward
Hall,
9 East
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Native - Data - Set - Environment:
ArcView version
3.2 shapefile
format
c:\l
- projects\side-scan
sonar\ss_shape\95_cha_nearshore_region.shp
DATA_QUALITY_INFORMATION
Attribute_Accuracy:
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Attribute_Accuracy_Report:
Attributes
were assigned
using
intensity
of acoustic
backscatter
from the sonar
records
and bottom
sampling.
Attributes
checked
multiple
times
by three
separate
people.
Logical_Consistency_Report:
High resolution
side-scan
sonar
records
were digitized
directly
from mylar ovelays
in AutoCAD and then mapped
at a very detailed
scale
of 1:5000.
Completeness_Report:
Side-scan
sonar
was collected
on the Charlestown/Green
Hill
barrier
upper
shoreface
in a depth
of approximately
3m 13m of water.
This data extended
from the shoreline
to
about
1.5 km offshore.
All sonar
data collected
in this
region
were interpreted
and mapped.
Positional_Accuracy:
Horizontal_Positional_Accuracy:
Horizontal_Positional_Accuracy_Report:
Navigation
and positioning
was provided
by a Trimble
Pathfinder
Basic
plus GPS post-corrected
unit,
with
positional
accuracy
of 2-5m. A Klein
531 manually-tuned
sonar
unit
with a Klein
500 Khz towfish
provided
along
track
resolution
of 2 degrees.
Vertical_Positional_Accuracy:
Vertical_Positional_Accuracy_Report:
N/A
Lineage:
Source
Information:
Source
Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Originator:
Joeseph
P. Klinger
Publication
Date:
Unpublished
Title:
Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Shore face
Edition:
one
Geospatial_Data_Presentation_Form:
map
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Other
Citation
Details:
Online_Linkage:
To be determined
Larger_Work_Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Publication_Date:
N/A
Title:
Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
and Misquamicut/Headland
Shoreface
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Online_Linkage:
To be determined
Source
Scale
Denominator:
1:5000
Type_of_Source_Media:
Side-scan
sonar
Source
Time Period
of Content:
Time - Period - Information:
Range_of_Dates/Times:
Beginning_Date:
19950824
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Ending_Date:
19950829
Source
Currentness
- Reference: N/A19950829
Source
Citation_Abbreviation:
Source
Contribution:
Used to interpret
and digitize
facies
in order
to complete
a facies
map of the shoreface
(1995)
Process_Step:
Process_Description:
This map was created
from side-scan
sonar
records
taken
on
the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
upper shoreface
in 1995.
Sonar facies
were interpreted
and transferred
onto mylar
overlays
using
strength
of acoustic
backscatter,
appearance
of bedforms
and bottom
sampling.
Facies
contacts
were
digitized
directly
from the overlays
using
AutoCAD. These
contacts
were imported
into Mapinfo where they were assigned
attributes.
A final
facies
map was made using
these
attributes
and polygons.
In some cases
reinterpretations
were
made to the original
facies
contacts.
Source Used Citation
Abbreviation:
Process_Date:
1995 with interpretations
in September
2001
Source
Produced
Citation
Abbreviation:
Process
Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Person_Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
314
Woodward Hall
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
SPATIAL DATA ORGANIZATION INFORMATION
Direct_Spatial_Reference_Method:
Point_and_Vector_Object_Information:
SDTS_Terms_Description:
SDTS_Point_and_Vector_Object_Type:
Point

and_Vector_Object_Count:

Vector

GT-polygon
chains
241

SPATIAL REFERENCE INFORMATION
Horizontal_Coordinate_System_Definition:
Planar:
Grid_Coordinate_System:
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composed

of

Grid_Coordinate_System_Name:
State
Plane Coordinate
1983
State_Plane_Coordinate_System:
SPCS Zone Identifier:
Rhode Island
Transverse
Mercator:
Scale
Factor
at Central
Meridian:
0.999994
Longitude_of_Central_Meridian:
-71.500000
Latitude_of_Projection_Origin:
41.083333
False_Easting:
152400.304801
False_Northing:
0.000000
Planar
Coordinate
Information:
Planar_Coordinate_Encoding_Method:
Coordinate
pair
Coordinate_Representation:
Abscissa
Resolution:
Ordinate
Resolution:
Planar
Distance
Units:
Geodetic
Model:
Horizontal
- Datum - Name: North American Datum of 1983
Ellipsoid_Name:
Clarke
1866
Semi-major_Axis:
6378206.4000000
Denominator_of_Flattening_Ratio:
294.98
Vertical_Coordinate_System_Definition:
Altitude_System_Definition:
Altitude
Datum Name: National
Geodetic
Vertical
Datum
Altitude
Resolution:
Altitude
- Distance - Units:
Altitude_Encoding_Method:
Implicit
coordinate

System

of

1929

ENTITY AND ATTRIBUTE INFORMATION
Overview_Description:
Entity_and_Attribute_Overview:
Attributes
were assigned
from interpretation
of side-scan
sonar
facies,
in addition
to direct
bottom
sampling.
Attributes
were given
a Facies
Code in Mapinfo
for
each individual
facies.
Entity_and_Attribute_Detail_Citation:
Attributes
are given
as character
and integer.
Character
attributes
include
facies
names and facies
codes.
Integer
attributes
include
facies
area in meters
squared.
DISTRIBUTION

INFORMATION

Distributor:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization
Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact_Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of
Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
314 Woodward
Hall
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
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Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Resource_Description:
Navigation
and positioning
was provided
by a Trimble
Pathfinder
Basic plus GPS post-corrected
unit.
A Klein
531
manually-tuned
sonar unit
with a Klein
500 kHz towfish
provided
all
side-scan
sonar data.
The side-scan
sonar
equiptment
was leased
from Marine Search
and Survey
Corp.
Digitizing
tablet,
and all
software
used to process
the
sonar
data
(Mapinfo
and AutoCAD) were provided
by the Department
of Geosciences,
Quaternary
Laboratory
at
the University
of Rhode Island.
Distribution_Liability:
This map was produced
in order
to map facies
distribution
and sand movement on the Charlestown/Green
Hill
barrier
shoreface.
The originators
of this
map are not liable
for
use of this
outside
the scope of the original
project.
Standard
- Order - Process:
Digital_Form:
Digital_Transfer_Information:
Format_Name:Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Shore face
Digital_Transfer_Option:
Offline_Option:
Offline_Media:
Hardcopy
Map; 1:5000
Recording_Format:
Mapinfo
Table
Compatibility_Information:
Mapinfo
Tables
can be easily
exported
into Arcinfo
format
and ArcView shape files,
and AutoCAD .dxf files
Fees:
N/A
Ordering_Instructions:
Contact
Jon C. Boothroyd
at the Department
of Geosciences,
University
of Rhode Island
METADATAREFERENCE INFORMATION
Metadata
Date:
20011101
Metadata
Review Date:
20011101
Metadata
Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization_Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact_Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
Mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of
Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
314 Woodward
Hall
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
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Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Metadata
Standard
Name: FGDC CSDGM
Metadata
Standard
Version:
FGDC-STD-001-1998
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II. 1996 Charlestown/Green Hill Upper Shoreface Metadata
IDENTIFICATION

INFORMATION

Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Originator:
Howard Brenner
Originator:
Joeseph
P. Klinger
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
1996 Facies
Map of the Upper Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Shoreface
Edition:
one
Geospatial_Data_Presentation_Form:
Map
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Other Citation
Details:
Online_Linkage:
Larger_Work_Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon Boothroyd;Joseph
P. Klinger;Howard
Brenner;Matthew
G.Zitello;Matthew
Dowling
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
and Misquamicut
Barrier/Headland
Shoreface
Publication
Information:
Publication
Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Description:
Abstract:
This project
involved
facies
mapping
of selected
areas
on
the Rhode Island
shoreface
and inner
shelf
using
side-scan
sonar.
Sedimentary
facies
were identified
and digitized
directly
from the side-scan
sonar
records
and mapped at a
scale
of 1:5000.
Side-scan
sonar
surveys
were collected
during
the course
of three
years,
1995, 1996, and 1997.
Purpose:
The side-scan
survey
was conducted
in order
to identify
and
map facies
on the Rhode Island
shoreface.
This project
also
determined
the location
of sand facies
and tracked
the
movement and change
in geometry
of two facies
identified
as
sand sheet
and coarse
sand with small
dunes.
Supplemental_Information:
This study
also employed
the use of multi-year
sonar
records
to understand
seasonal
and after
storm changes
of
sand facies.
This map represents
the area of the
Charlestown/Green
Hill barrier
upper
shoreface
that
was
surveyed
in 1996.
Time Period
of Content:
Time - Period - Information:
Range_of_Dates/Times:
Beginning_Date:
19960624
Ending_Date:
19960625
Currentness
Reference:
19960625
Status:
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Progress:
Complete
Maintenance_and_Update_Frequency:
None planned
Spatial_Domain:
Bounding_Coordinates:
West_Bounding_Coordinate:
459444.1053
East_Bounding_Coordinate:
474787.1790
North_Bounding_Coordinate:
103041.1552
South_Bounding_Coordinate:
95804.4486
Keywords:
Theme:
Theme Keyword_Thesaurus:
None
Theme_Keyword:
Side-scan
sonar
Theme_Keyword:
Facies
Theme_Keyword:
Upper Shoreface
Theme_Keyword:
Sand Sheet
Theme_Keyword:
Coarse Sand with Small Dunes
Theme_Keyword:
Cobble Pavement
Theme_Keyword:
Boulder
Outcrop
Theme_Keyword:
Multi-year
Theme Keyword:
Barrier
Place:
Place_Keyword_Thesaurus:
None
Place_Keyword:
Charlestown
Place_Keyword:
Green Hill
Place_Keyword:
South Shore
Place_Keyword:
Rhode Island
Place_Keyword:
New England
Access
Constraints:
Data are available
from the Rhode Island
Geological
Survey
Use Constraints:
Data are to be used at the scale
intended
Point
of Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization_Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact_Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of
Rhode Island
Dept. of Geosciences,
314 Woodward
Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Native - Data - Set - Environment:
ArcView version
3.2 shapefile
format
c:\1
- projects\side-scan
sonar\ss_shape\96_cha_nearshore_region.shp
DATA_QUALITY_INFORMATION
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Attribute_Accuracy:
Attribute_Accuracy_Report:
Attributes
were assigned
using
intensity
of acoustic
backscatter
from the sonar
records,
appearance
of bedforms
and bottom
sampling.
Attributes
checked
multiple
times
by four separate
people.
Logical_Consistency_Report:
High resolution
side-scan
sonar
records
were digitized
directly
from mylar overlays
in AutoCAD and then mapped
at a very detailed
scale
of 1:5000.
Completeness_Report:
Side-scan
sonar
was collected
on the Charlestown/Green
Hill
barrier
upper
shoreface
in a depth
of approximately
3m 13m of water.
This data extended
from the shoreline
to
about
1.5 km offshore.
All sonar
data collected
in this
region
was interpreted
and mapped.
Positional_Accuracy:
Horizontal_Positional_Accuracy:
Horizontal_Positional_Accuracy_Report:
Navigation
and positioning
was provided
by a Trimble
Pathfinder
Basic plus GPS post-corrected
unit,
with
positional
accuracy
of 2-5m. A digitally
rectified
EG&G
model 260-TH analog
side-scan
sonar
with an EG&G 272-TD
towfish
operating
at a frequency
of 500kHz provided
0.13
meters
resolution.
Vertical_Positional_Accuracy:
Vertical_Positional_Accuracy_Report:
N/A
Lineage:
Source
Information:
Source
Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Originator:
Joeseph
P. Klinger
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
1996 Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Upper Shoreface
Edition:
one
Geospatial_Data_Presentation_Form:
map
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Other
Citation
Details:
Side-scan
records
used to complete
the facies
map
were collected
using
sonar
equipment
from EG&G Marine
Instruments,
which was leased
from Edge Tech.
Online_Linkage:
To be determined
Larger_Work_Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Publication_Date:
N/A
Title:
Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
and Misquamicut/Headland
Shoreface
Publication
Information:
Publication
Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
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Online_Linkage:
Source
Scale_Denominator:
Type_of_Source_Media:

To be determined
N/A
digitally
rectified
side-scan
sonar
records
Source
Time Period
of Content:
Time Period
Information:
Range_of_Dates/Times:
Beginning_Date:
19960624
Ending_Date:
19960625
Source
- Currentness
- Reference: N/A19960625
Source
Citation_Abbreviation:
Source
Contribution:
Used to interpret
and digitize
facies
in order
to complete
a facies
map of the upper shoreface
(1996)
Process_Step:
Process_Description:
This map was created
from side-scan
sonar
records
taken
on
the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
upper
shoreface
in 1996.
Sonar facies
were interpreted
and transferred
onto mylar
overlays
using
strength
of acoustic
backscatter,
appearance
of bedforms
and bottom
sampling.
Facies
contacts
were
digitized
directly
from the overlays
using
AutoCAD. These
contacts
were imported
into Mapinfo
where they were assigned
attributes.
A final
facies
map was made using
these
attributes
and polygons.
In some cases
reinterpretations
were
made to the original
facies
contacts.
Source
Used Citation
Abbreviation:
Process_Date:
1996 with interpretations
in September
2001
Source
Produced
Citation
Abbreviation:
Process
Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Person_Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
314 Woodward Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
SPATIAL DATA ORGANIZATION INFORMATION
Direct_Spatial_Reference_Method:
Point_and_Vector_Object_Information:
SDTS_Terms_Description:
SDTS_Point_and_Vector_Object_Type:

Vector

GT-polygon
chains
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composed

of

Point_and_Vector_Object_Count:

144

SPATIAL REFERENCE INFORMATION
Horizontal_Coordinate_System_Definition:
Planar:
Grid_Coordinate_System:
Grid_Coordinate_System_Name:
State
Plane Coordinate
1983
State_Plane_Coordinate_System:
SPCS Zone Identifier:
Rhode Island
Transverse
Mercator:
Scale
Factor
at Central
Meridian:
0.999994
Longitude_of_Central_Meridian:
-71.500000
Latitude_of_Projection_Origin:
41.083333
False_Easting:
152400.304801
False_Northing:
0.000000
Planar
Coordinate
Information:
Planar_Coordinate_Encoding_Method:
Coordinate
pair
Coordinate_Representation:
Abscissa
Resolution:
Ordinate
Resolution:
Planar
Distance
Units:
Geodetic
Model:
Horizontal
Name: North American
Datum of 1983
- Datum -Clarke
Ellipsoid_Name:
1866
Semi-major_Axis:
6378206.4000000
Denominator_of
Flattening_Ratio:
294.98

System

ENTITY AND ATTRIBUTE INFORMATION
Overview_Description:
Entity_and_Attribute_Overview:
Attributes
were assigned
from interpretation
of side-scan
sonar
facies,
in addition
to direct
bottom
sampling.
Attributes
were given
a Facies
Code in Mapinfo
for each
individual
facies.
Entity_and_Attribute_Detail_Citation:
Attributes
are given
as character
and integer.
Character
attributes
include
facies
names and facies
codes.
Integer
attributes
include
facies
area in meters
squared.
DISTRIBUTION

INFORMATION

Distributor:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization_Primary:
Contact
Organization:

University
of Rhode Island,
of Geosciences
Jon C. Boothroyd
Rhode Island
State
Geologist

Contact
Person:
Contact
Position:
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
of Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
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Department

University
314 Woodward

State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Resource_Description:
Navigation
and positioning
was provided
by a Trimble
Pathfinder
Basic plus GPS post-corrected
unit.
A digital
EG&G model 260-TH analog
side-scan
sonar with an EG&G
272-TD towfish
were used to obtain
all
side-scan
sonar
data.
The side-scan
sonar equipment
was leased
from Edge
Tech. Digitizing
tablet,
and all software
used to process
the sonar data
(Mapinfo and AutoCAD) were provided
by the
Department
of Geosciences,
Quaternary
Laboratory
at the
University
of Rhode Island.
Distribution_Liability:
This map was produced
in order
to map facies
distribution
and sand movement on the Charlestown/Green
Hill
barrier
upper shoreface.
The originators
of this
map are not liable
for use of this
outside
the scope of the original
project.
Standard
Order Process:
Digital_Form:
Digital_Transfer_Information:
Format_Name:Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Shoreface
Digital_Transfer_Option:
Offline_Option:
Offline_Media:
Hardcopy
Map; 1:5000
Recording_Format:
Mapinfo Table
Compatibility_Information:
Mapinfo Tables
can be easily
exported
into Arcinfo
and ArcView shape files,
and AutoCAD .dxf files
Fees:
N/A
Ordering_Instructions:
Contact
Jon C. Boothroyd
at the Department
of Geosciences,
University
of Rhode Island

format

METADATAREFERENCE INFORMATION
Metadata
Date:
20011101
Metadata
Review Date:
20011101
Metadata
Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization_Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
Mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of Rhode Island
Dept. of Geosciences,
314 Woodward Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
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Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Metadata
Standard
Name: FGDC CSDGM
Metadata
Standard
Version:
FGDC-STD-001-1998
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III. 1996 Charlestown/Green Hill Outer Shoreface Metadata
IDENTIFICATION

INFORMATION

Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Originator:
Howard Brenner
Originator:
Joeseph
P. Klinger
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
1996 Facies
Map of the Upper Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Outer Shoreface
Edition:
one
Geospatial_Data_Presentation_Form:
Map
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Other Citation
Details:
Online_Linkage:
Larger_Work_Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon Boothroyd;Joseph
P. Klinger;Howard
Brenner;Matthew
G.Zitello;Matthew
Dowling
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
and Misquamicut
Barrier/Headland
Shoreface
Publication
Information:
Publication
Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Description:
Abstract:
This project
involved
facies
mapping of selected
areas
on
the Rhode Island
shoreface
and inner
shelf
using
side-scan
sonar.
Sedimentary
facies
were identified
and digitized
directly
from the side-scan
sonar
records
and mapped at a
scale
of 1:5000.
Side-scan
sonar
surveys
were collected
during
the course
of three
years,
1995, 1996, and 1997.
Purpose:
This side-scan
survey
was conducted
in order
to identify
and map facies
on the Rhode Island
shoreface.
This project
also
determined
the location
of sand facies
and tracked
the
movement and change
in geometry
of two facies
identified
as
sand sheet
and coarse
sand with small
dunes.
Supplemental_Information:
This study
also employed
the use of multi-year
sonar
records
to understand
seasonal
and after
storm changes
in
facies.
This map represents
the area of the
Charlestown/Green
Hill barrier
outer
shoreface
that
was
surveyed
in 1996.
Time Period
of Content:
Time - Period - Information:
Range_of_Dates/Times:
Beginning_Date:
19960812
Ending_Date:
19960828
Currentness
Reference:
19960828
Status:
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Progress:
Complete
Maintenance_and_Update_Frequency:
None planned
Spatial_Domain:
Bounding_Coordinates:
West_Bounding_Coordinate:
459444.1053
East_Bounding_Coordinate:
474787.1790
North_Bounding_Coordinate:
103041.1552
South_Bounding_Coordinate:
88246.4241
Keywords:
Theme:
Theme_Keyword_Thesaurus:
None
Theme_Keyword:
Side-scan
sonar
Theme_Keyword:
Facies
Theme_Keyword:
Outer Shoreface
Theme_Keyword:
Sand Sheet
Theme_Keyword:
Coarse
Sand with Small Dunes
Theme_Keyword:
Cobble Pavement
Theme_Keyword:
Boulder
Outcrop
Theme_Keyword:
Multi-year
Theme Keyword:
Barrier
Place:
Place_Keyword_Thesaurus:
None
Place_Keyword:
Charlestown
Place_Keyword:
Green Hill
Place_Keyword:
South Shore
Place_Keyword:
Rhode Island
Place_Keyword:
New England
Access
Constraints:
Data are available
from the Rhode Island
Geological
Survey
Use Constraints:
Data are to be used at the scale
intended
Point
of Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization_Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of Rhode Island
Dept. of Geosciences,
314 Woodward
Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Native - Data - Set - Environment:
ArcView version
3.2 shapefile
format
c:\1
- projects\side-scan
sonar\ss_shape\96_cha_offshore_region.shp
DATA_QUALITY_INFORMATION
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Attribute_Accuracy:
Attribute_Accuracy_Report:
Attributes
were assigned
using
intensity
of acoustic
backscatter
from the sonar
records
and bottom
sampling.
Attributes
checked
multiple
times by four separate
people.
Logical_Consistency_Report:
High resolution
side-scan
sonar
records
were digitized
directly
from mylar ovelays
in AutoCAD and then mapped in
Mapinfo
at a very detailed
scale
of 1:5000.
Completeness_Report:
Side-scan
sonar was collected
on the Charlestown/Green
Hill
barrier
outer
shoreface
in a depth of approximately
6m 18m of water.
This data extended
from the shoreline
to
about
3.5km offshore.
All sonar data collected
in this
region
was interpreted
and mapped.
Positional_Accuracy:
Horizontal_Positional_Accuracy:
Horizontal_Positional_Accuracy_Report:
Navigation
and positioning
was provided
by a Trimble
Pathfinder
Basic plus GPS post-corrected
unit,
with
positional
accuracy
of 2-Sm. A digitally
rectified
EG&G
model 260-TH analog
side-scan
sonar with an EG&G 272-TD
towfish
operating
at a frequency
of S00kHz provided
0.13
meters
resolution.
Vertical_Positional_Accuracy:
Vertical_Positional_Accuracy_Report:
N/A
Lineage:
Source
Information:
Source
Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Originator:
Joeseph
P. Klinger
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
1996 Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Outer Shoreface
Edition:
one
Geospatial_Data_Presentation_Form:
map
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Other Citation
Details:
Side-scan
records
used to complete
the facies
map were
collected
using
sonar equipment
from EG&G Marine
Instruments,
which were leased
from Edge Tech.
Online_Linkage:
To be determined
Larger_Work_Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Publication_Date:
N/A
Title:
Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
and Misquamicut/Headland
Shoreface
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Online_Linkage:
To be determined
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Source
Scale_Denominator:
N/A
Type_of_Source_Media:
digitally
rectified
side-scan
sonar
records
Source Time Period
of Content:
Time Period
Information:
Range_of_Dates/Times:
Beginning_Date:
19960812
Ending_Date:
19960828
Source
- Currentness - Reference: N/A19960828
Source_Citation_Abbreviation:
Source
Contribution:
Used to interpret
and digitize
facies
in order
to complete
a facies
map of the outer
shoreface
(1996)
Process_Step:
Process_Description:
This map was created
from side-scan
sonar
records
taken
on
the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
outer
shoreface
in 1996.
Sonar facies
were interpreted
and transferred
onto mylar
overlays
using
strength
of acoustic
backscatter,
appearance
of bedforms
and bottom
sampling.
Facies
contacts
were
digitized
directly
from the overlays
using
AutoCAD. These
contacts
were imported
into Mapinfo where they were assigned
attributes
and a final
facies
map was made using
these
attributes
and polygons.
In some cases
reinterpretations
were made to the original
facies
contacts.
Source Used Citation
Abbreviation:
Process_Date:
1996 with interpretations
in September
2001
Source
Produced
Citation
Abbreviation:
Process
Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Person_Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of Rhode Island
Dept. of Geosciences,
314
Woodward Hall,
East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
SPATIAL DATA ORGANIZATION INFORMATION
Direct_Spatial_Reference_Method:
Point_and_Vector_Object_Information:
SDTS_Terms_Description:

Vector
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SDTS_Point_and_Vector_Object_Type:

GT-polygon
chains

Point_and_Vector_Object_Count:

composed

of

209

SPATIAL REFERENCE INFORMATION
Horizontal_Coordinate_System_Definition:
Planar:
Grid_Coordinate_System:
Grid_Coordinate_System_Name:

State
Plane
1983

Coordinate

System

State_Plane_Coordinate_System:
SPCS Zone Identifier:
Rhode Island
Transverse
Mercator:
Scale
Factor
at Central
Meridian:
0.999994
Longitude_of_Central_Meridian:
-71.500000
Latitude_of_Projection_Origin:
41.083333
False_Easting:
152400.304801
False_Northing:
0.000000
Planar
Coordinate
Information:
Planar_Coordinate_Encoding_Method:
Coordinate
pair
Coordinate_Representation:
Abscissa
Resolution:
Ordinate
Resolution:
Planar
Distance
Units:
Geodetic
Model:
Horizontal
Datum - Name: North American
Datum of 1983
Ellipsoid_Name:
Clarke
1866
Semi-major_Axis:
6378206.4000000
Denominator_of
Flattening_Ratio:
294.98
ENTITY AND ATTRIBUTE INFORMATION
Overview_Description:
Entity_and_Attribute_Overview:
Attributes
were assigned
from interpretation
of side-scan
sonar
facies,
in addition
to direct
bottom
sampling.
Attributes
were given a Facies
Code in Mapinfo
for each
individual
facies.
Entity_and_Attribute_Detail_Citation:
Attributes
are given as character
and integer.
Character
attributes
include
facies
names and facies
codes.
Integer
attributes
include
facies
area in meters
squared.
DISTRIBUTION

INFORMATION

Distributor:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization_Primary:
Contact_Organization:

University
of Rhode Island,
of Geosciences
Jon C. Boothroyd
Rhode Island
State
Geologist

Contact
Person:
Contact
Position:
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
of Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
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Department

University
314 Woodward

Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Resource_Description:
Navigation
and positioning
was provided
by a Trimble
Pathfinder
Basic plus GPS post-corrected
unit.
A digital
EG&G model 260-TH analog
side-scan
sonar with an EG&G
272-TD towfish
were used to obtain
all
side-scan
sonar
data.
The side-scan
sonar equipment
was leased
from Edge
Tech. Digitizing
tablet,
and all software
used to process
the sonar data
(Mapinfo and AutoCAD) were provided
by the
Depatment
of Geosciences,
Quaternary
Laboratory
at the
University
of Rhode Island.
Distribution_Liability:
This map was produced
in order
to map facies
distibution
and sand movement on the Charlestown/Green
Hill
barrier
outer
shoreface.
The originators
of this
map are not liable
for use of this
outside
the scope of the original
project.
Standard
Order Process:
Digital_Form:
Digital_Transfer_Information:
Format_Name:Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Shoreface
Digital_Transfer_Option:
Offline_Option:
Offline_Media:
Hardcopy
Map; 1:5000
Recording_Format:
Mapinfo Table
Compatibility_Information:
Mapinfo Tables
can be easily
exported
into Arcinfo
and ArcView shape files,
and AutoCAD .dxf files
Fees:
N/A
Ordering_Instructions:
Contact
Jon C. Boothroyd
at the Department
of Geosciences,
University
of Rhode Island

format

METADATAREFERENCE INFORMATION
Metadata
Date:
20011101
Metadata
Review Date:
20011101
Metadata
Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization_Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
Mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of Rhode Island
Dept. of Geosciences,
314 Woodward
Hall,
9 East Alumni Av.
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City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Metadata
Standard
Name: FGDC CSDGM
Metadata
Standard
Version:
FGDC-STD-001-1998
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IV. 1997 Charlestown/Green Hill Upper Shoreface Metadata
IDENTIFICATION

INFORMATION

Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Originator:
Howard Brenner
Originator:
Joeseph
P. Klinger
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
1997 Facies
Map of the Upper Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Outer Shoreface
Edition:
one
Geospatial_Data_Presentation_Form:
Map
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Other
Citation
Details:
Online_Linkage:
Larger_Work_Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon Boothroyd;Joseph
P. Klinger;Howard
Brenner;Matthew
G.Zitello;Matthew
Dowling
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Misquamicut
Barrier/Headland
Shoreface
Publication
Information:
Publication
Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Description:
Abstract:
This project
involved
facies
mapping
of selected
areas
on
the Rhode Island
shoreface
and inner
shelf
using
side-scan
sonar.
Sedimentary
facies
were identified
and digitized
directly
from the side-scan
sonar
records
and mapped at a
scale
of 1:5000.
Side-scan
sonar
surveys
were collected
during
the course
of three
years,
1995,
1996, and 1997.
Purpose:
This side-scan
survey
was conducted
in order
to identify
and map facies
on the Rhode Island
shoreface.
This project
also
determined
the location
of sand facies
and tracked
the
movement and change
in geometry
of two facies
identified
as
sand sheet
and coarse
sand with small
dunes.
Supplemental_Information:
This study
also
employed
the use of multi-year
sonar
records
to understand
seasonal
and after
storm changes
in
the sand facies.
This map represents
the area of the
Charlestown/Green
Hill
barrier
upper
shoreface
that
was
surveyed
in 1997.
Time Period
of Content:
Time - Period - Information:
Range_of_Dates/Times:
Beginning_Date:
19970623
Ending_Date:
19970623
Currentness
Reference:
19970623
Status:
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and

Progress:
Complete
Maintenance_and_Update_Frequency:
None planned
Spatial_Domain:
Bounding_Coordinates:
West_Bounding_Coordinate:
459444.1053
East_Bounding_Coordinate:
474787.1790
North_Bounding_Coordinate:
103041.1552
South_Bounding_Coordinate:
97776.6878
Keywords:
Theme:
Theme_Keyword_Thesaurus:
None
Theme_Keyword:
Side-scan
sonar
Theme_Keyword:
Facies
Theme_Keyword:
Upper Shoreface
Theme_Keyword:
Sand Sheet
Theme_Keyword:
Coarse
Sand with Small Dunes
Theme_Keyword:
Cobble Pavement
Theme_Keyword:
Boulder
Outcrop
Theme_Keyword:
Multi-year
Theme_Keyword:
Barrier
Place:
Place_Keyword_Thesaurus:
None
Place_Keyword:
Charlestown
Place_Keyword:
Green Hill
Place_Keyword:
South Shore
Place_Keyword:
Rhode Island
Place_Keyword:
New England
Access
Constraints:
Data are available
from the Rhode Island
Geological
Survey
Use Constraints:
Data are to be used at the scale
intended
Point
of Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization_Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
314 Woodward
Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Native
- Data - Set - Environment:
ArcView version
3.2 shapefile
format
c:\l
- projects\side-scan
sonar\ss_shape\97_cha_nearshore_region.shp
DATA_QUALITY_INFORMATION
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Attribute_Accuracy:
Attribute_Accuracy_Report:
Attributes
were assigned
using
intensity
of acoustic
backscatter
from the sonar
records
and bottom
sampling.
Attributes
checked
multiple
times
by four separate
people.
Logical_Consistency_Report:
High resolution
side-scan
sonar
records
were digitized
directly
from mylar overlays
in AutoCAD and then mapped in
Mapinfo
at a very detailed
scale
of 1:5000.
Completeness_Report:
Side-scan
sonar
was collected
on the Charlestown/Green
Hill
barrier
upper
shoreface
in a depth
of approximately
3m 13m of water.
This data extended
from the shoreline
to
about
.6 km offshore.
All sonar
data collected
in this
region
was interpreted
and mapped.
Positional_Accuracy:
Horizontal_Positional_Accuracy:
Horizontal_Positional_Accuracy_Report:
Navigation
and positioning
was provided
by a Trimble
NT
200D Chart
Plotter
GPS unit
with real-time
differential
correction,
with positional
accuracy
of 3-5 m. A digitally
rectified
EG&G model 260-TH analog
side-scan
sonar
with an
EG&G 272-TD towfish
operating
at a frequency
of 500kHz
provided
0.13 meters
resolution.
Vertical_Positional_Accuracy:
Vertical_Positional_Accuracy_Report:
N/A
Lineage:
Source
Information:
Source
Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Originator:
Joeseph
P. Klinger
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
1997 Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Upper Shoreface
Edition:
one
Geospatial_Data_Presentation_Form:
map
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Other
Citation
Details:
Side-scan
records
used to complete
the facies
map were
collected
using
sonar
equipment
from EG&G Marine
Instruments,
which were leased
from Edge Tech.
Online_Linkage:
To be determined
Larger_Work_Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Publication_Date:
N/A
Title:
Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
and Misquamicut/Headland
Shoreface
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Online
Linkage:
To be determined
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N/A
digitally
rectified
side-scan
sonar
records
Source Time Period
of Content:
Time Period
Information:
Range_of_Dates/Times:
Beginning_Date:
19970623
Ending_Date:
19960623
Source
Currentness
19970623
- Reference:
Source_Citation_Abbreviation:
N/A
Source Contribution:
Used to interpret
and digitize
facies
in order
to complete
a facies
map of the upper shoreface
(1997)
Process_Step:
Process_Description:
This map was created
from side-scan
sonar
records
taken
on
the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
upper shoreface
in 1997.
Sonar facies
were interpreted
and transferred
onto mylar
overlays
using
strength
of acoustic
backscatter,
appearance
of bedforms
and bottom
sampling.
Facies
contacts
were
digitized
directly
from the overlays
using
AutoCAD. These
contacts
were imported
into Mapinfo where they were assigned
attributes.
A final
facies
map was made using
these
attributes
and polygons.
In some cases
reinterpretations
were
made to the original
facies
contacts.
Source Used Citation
Abbreviation:
Process_Date:
1996 with interpretations
in September
2001
Source
Produced
Citation
Abbreviation:
Process
Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Person_Primary:
Contact
Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
314
Woodward Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Source_Scale_Denominator:
Type_of
Source_Media:

SPATIAL DATA ORGANIZATION INFORMATION
Direct_Spatial_Reference_Method:
Point_and_Vector_Object_Information:
SDTS_Terms_Description:
SDTS_Point_and_Vector_Object_Type:
chains
Point_and_Vector_Object_Count:

Vector

GT-polygon
127
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composed

of

SPATIAL REFERENCE INFORMATION
Horizontal_Coordinate_System_Definition:
Planar:
Grid_Coordinate_System:
Grid_Coordinate_System_Name:

State
Plane
1983

Coordinate

System

State_Plane_Coordinate_System:
SPCS Zone Identifier:
Rhode Island
Transverse
Mercator:
Scale
Factor
at Central
Meridian:
0.999994
Longitude_of_Central_Meridian:
-71.500000
Latitude_of_Projection_Origin:
41.083333
False_Easting:
152400.304801
False_Northing:
0.000000
Planar - Coordinate
Information:
Planar_Coordinate_Encoding_Method:
Coordinate
pair
Coordinate_Representation:
Abscissa
Resolution:
Ordinate
Resolution:
Planar
Distance
Units:
Geodetic
Model:
Horizontal
Datum of 1983
- Datum - Name: North American
Ellipsoid_Name:
Clarke
1866
Semi-major_Axis:
6378206.4000000
Denominator
of Flattening_Ratio:
294.98
ENTITY AND ATTRIBUTE INFORMATION
Overview_Description:
Entity_and_Attribute_Overview:
Attributes
were assigned
from interpretation
of side-scan
sonar
facies,
in addition
to direct
bottom
sampling.
Attributes
were given
a Facies
Code in Mapinfo
for each
individual
facies.
Entity_and_Attribute_Detail_Citation:
Attributes
are given
as character
and integer.
Character
attributes
include
facies
names and facies
codes.
Integer
attributes
include
facies
area in meters
squared.
DISTRIBUTION

INFORMATION

Distributor:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization_Primary:
Contact_Organization:

University
of Rhode Island,
of Geosciences
Jon C. Boothroyd
Rhode Island
State
Geologist

Department

Contact
Person:
Contact
Position:
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
314 Woodward
Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
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of

Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Resource_Description:
Navigation
and positioning
was provided
by a Trimble
NT
200D Chart
Plotter
GPS utilizing
real-time
differential
correction
.. A digital
EG&G model 260-TH analog
side-scan
sonar with an EG&G 272-TD towfish
were used to obtain
all
side-scan
sonar data.
The side-scan
sonar
equipment
was
leased
from Edge Tech. Digitizing
tablet,
and all
software
used to process
the sonar data
(Mapinfo
and AutoCAD) were
provided
by the Department
of Geosciences,
Quaternary
Labratory
at the University
of Rhode Island.
Distribution_Liability:
This map was produced
in order
to map facies
distribution
and sand movement on the Charlestown/Green
Hill
barrier
outer
shoreface.
The originators
of this
map are not liable
for use of this
outside
the scope of the original
project.
Standard
Order Process:
Digital_Form:
Digital_Transfer_Information:
Format_Name:Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Shoreface
Digital_Transfer_Option:
Offline_Option:
Offline_Media:
Hardcopy
Map; 1:5000
Recording_Format:
Mapinfo
Table
Compatibility_Information:
Mapinfo
Tables
can be easily
exported
into Arcinfo
and ArcView shape files,
and AutoCAD .dxf files
Fees:
N/A
Ordering_Instructions:
Contact
Jon C. Boothroyd
at the Department
of Geosciences,
University
of Rhode Island

format

METADATAREFERENCE INFORMATION
Metadata
Date:
20011101
Metadata
Review Date:
20011101
Metadata
Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization_Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
Mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of
Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
314 Woodward
Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
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Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Metadata
Standard
Name: FGDC CSDGM
Metadata
Standard
Version:
FGDC-STD-001-1998
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V. 1997 Charlestown/Green Hill Outer Shoreface Metadata
IDENTIFICATION

INFORMATION

Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Originator:
Matthew G. Zitella
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
1997 Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Outer
Shoreface
Edition:
one
Geospatial_Data_Presentation_Form:
Map
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Other
Citation
Details:
Online_Linkage:
Larger_Work_Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon Boothroyd;Joseph
P. Klinger;Howard
Brenner;Matthew
G.Zitello;Matthew
Dowling
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
and Misquamicut
Barrier/Headland
Shoreface
Publication
Information:
Publication
Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Description:
Abstract:
This project
involved
facies
mapping
of selected
areas
on
the Rhode Island
shoreface
and inner
shelf
using
side-scan
sonar.
Sedimentary
facies
were identified
and digitized
directly
from the side-scan
sonar
records
and mapped at a
scale
of 1:5000.
Side-scan
sonar
surveys
were collected
during
the course
of three
years,
1995,
1996, and 1997.
Purpose:
This side-scan
survey
was conducted
in order
to identify
and map facies
on the Rhode Island
shoreface.
This project
also
determined
the location
of sand facies
on the shoreface
Supplemental_Information:
This study
also
employed
the use of multi-year
sonar
records
to understand
seasonal
and after
storm changes
in
the sand facies.
This map represents
the area of the
Charlestown/Green
Hill
barrier
outer
shoreface
that
was
surveyed
in 1997.
Time Period
of Content:
Time - Period - Information:
Range_of_Dates/Times:
Beginning_Date:
19970620
Ending_Date:
19970624
Currentness
Reference:
19970624
Status:
Progress:
Complete
Maintenance_and_Update_Frequency:
None planned
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Spatial_Domain:
Bounding_Coordinates:
West_Bounding_Coordinate:
451283.4683
East_Bounding_Coordinate:
474787.1790
North_Bounding_Coordinate:
103041.1552
South_Bounding_Coordinate:
84641.6723
Keywords:
Theme:
Theme_Keyword_Thesaurus:
None
Theme_Keyword:
Side-scan
sonar
Theme_Keyword:
Facies
Theme_Keyword:
Outer Shoreface
Theme_Keyword:
Fine Sand
Theme_Keyword:
Coarse
Sand with Small Dunes
Theme_Keyword:
Cobble Pavement with Mud
Theme_Keyword:
Cobble Pavement
Theme_Keyword:
Boulder
Outcrop
Theme_Keyword:
Multi-year
Theme_Keyword:
Barrier
Place:
Place_Keyword_Thesaurus:
None
Place_Keyword:
Charlestown
Place_Keyword:
Green Hill
Place_Keyword:
South Shore
Place_Keyword:
Rhode Island
Place_Keyword:
New England
Access
Constraints:
Data are available
from the Rhode Island
Geological
Survey
Use Constraints:
Data are to be used at the scale
intended
Point
of Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization_Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
314 Woodward
Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Native
- Data - Set - Environment:
ArcView version
3.2 shapefile
format
c:\1
- projects\side-scan
sonar\ss_shape\97_cha_offshore_tab_region.shp
DATA_QUALITY_INFORMATION
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Attribute_Accuracy:
Attribute_Accuracy_Report:
Attributes
were assigned
using
intensity
of acoustic
backscatter
and the appearance
of bedforms.
Attributes
checked
multiple
times
by two separate
people.
Logical_Consistency_Report:
High resolution
side-scan
sonar
records
were digitized
directly
from mylar overlays
in AutoCAD and then mapped in
Mapinfo
at a very detailed
scale
of 1:5000.
Completeness_Report:
Side-scan
sonar
was collected
on the Charlestown/Green
Hill
barrier
outer
shoreface
in a depth
of approximately
16m 22m of water.
This data extended
roughly
4.3 km offshore.
All sonar
data collected
in this
region
was interpreted
and
mapped.
Positional_Accuracy:
Horizontal
Positional_Accuracy:
Horizontal_Positional_Accuracy_Report:
Navigation
and positioning
was provided
by a Trimble
NT
200D Chart
Plotter
GPS unit
with real-time
differential
correction,
with positional
accuracy
of 3-5 m. A digitally
rectified
EG&G model 260-TH analog
side-scan
sonar
with an
EG&G 272-TD towfish
operating
at a frequency
of 500kHz
provided
0.13 meters
resolution.
Vertical_Positional_Accuracy:
Vertical
Positional_Accuracy_Report:
N/A
Lineage:
Source
Information:
Source
Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Originator:
Matthew G. Zitello
Publication_Date:
Unpublished
Title:
1997 Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Outer
Shoreface
Edition:
one
Geospatial_Data_Presentation_Form:
map
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Other
Citation
Details:
Side-scan
records
used to complete
the facies
map were
collected
using
sonar
equipment
from EG&G Marine
Instruments,
which were leased
from Edge Tech.
Online_Linkage:
To be determined
Larger_Work_Citation:
Citation
Information:
Originator:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Publication_Date:
N/A
Title:
Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
and Misquamicut/Headland
Shoreface
Publication
Information:
Publication_Place:
N/A
Publisher:
N/A
Online_Linkage:
To be determined
Source
Scale
Denominator:
N/A
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Type_of

Source_Media:

digitally
rectified
side-scan
sonar
records
Source
Time Period
of Content:
Time Period
Information:
Range_of_Dates/Times:
Beginning_Date:
19970620
Ending_Date:
19970624
Source
- Currentness
- Reference: N/A19970624
Source_Citation_Abbreviation:
Source
Contribution:
Used to interpret
and digitize
facies
in order
to complete
a facies
map of the outer
shoreface
(1997)
Process_Step:
Process_Description:
This map was created
from side-scan
sonar
records
taken
on
the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
upper
shoreface
in 1997.
Sonar facies
were interpreted
and transferred
onto mylar
overlays
using
strength
of acoustic
backscatter
and
appearance
of bedforms.
Facies
contacts
were digitized
directly
from the overlays
using
AutoCAD. These contacts
were imported
into Mapinfo
where they were assigned
attributes.
A final
facies
map was made using
these
attributes
and polygons.
In some cases
reinterpretations
were made to the original
facies
contacts.
Source
Used Citation
Abbreviation:
Process_Date:
1997 with interpretations
in September
2001
Source
Produced
Citation
Abbreviation:
Process
Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Person_Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
314
Woodward Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
SPATIAL DATA ORGANIZATION INFORMATION
Direct_Spatial_Reference_Method:
Point_and_Vector_Object_Information:
SDTS_Terms_Description:
SDTS_Point_and_Vector_Object_Type:
chains
Point_and_Vector_Object_Count:

Vector

GT-polygon
44
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composed

of

SPATIAL REFERENCE INFORMATION
Horizontal
Coordinate_System_Definition:
Planar:
Grid_Coordinate_System:
Grid_Coordinate
System_Name:

State
Plane
1983

Coordinate

System

State_Plane_Coordinate_System:
SPCS Zone Identifier:
Rhode Island
Transverse
Mercator:
Scale
Factor
at Central
Meridian:
0.999994
Longitude_of_Central_Meridian:
-71.500000
Latitude_of_Projection_Origin:
41.083333
False_Easting:
152400.304801
False_Northing:
0.000000
Planar
Coordinate
Information:
Planar_Coordinate_Encoding_Method:
Coordinate
pair
Coordinate_Representation:
Abscissa
Resolution:
Ordinate
Resolution:
Planar
Distance
Units:
Geodetic
Model:
Horizontal
- Datum - Name: North American Datum of 1983
Ellipsoid_Name:
Clarke
1866
Semi-major_Axis:
6378206.4000000
Denominator_of
Flattening_Ratio:
294.98
ENTITY AND ATTRIBUTE INFORMATION
Overview_Description:
Entity_and_Attribute_Overview:
Attributes
were assigned
from interpretation
of side-scan
sonar
facies.
Attributes
were given
a Facies
Code in
Mapinfo
for each individual
facies.
Entity_and_Attribute_Detail_Citation:
Attributes
are given
as character
and integer.
Character
attributes
include
facies
names and facies
codes.
Integer
attributes
include
facies
area in meters
squared.
DISTRIBUTION

INFORMATION

Distributor:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization_Primary:
Contact_Organization:

University
of Rhode Island,
of Geosciences
Jon C. Boothroyd
Rhode Island
State
Geologist

Contact
Person:
Contact
Position:
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
of Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
Rhode Island
Postal
Code: 02881
Country:
USA
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Department

University
314 Woodward

Contact_Voice_Telephone:
(401) 874-2191
Contact_Facsimile_Telephone:
(401) 874-2190
Contact_Electronic_Mail_Address:
jon_boothroyd@uri.edu
Hours_of_Service:
Monday-Friday
8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Resource_Description:
Navigation
and positioning
was provided
by a Trimble
NT
2000 Chart
Plotter
GPS utilizing
real-time
differential
correction
.. A digital
EG&G model 260-TH analog
side-scan
sonar with an EG&G 272-TD towfish
were used to obtain
all
side-scan
sonar data.
The side-scan
sonar
equipment
was
leased
from Edge Tech. Digitizing
tablet,
and all
software
used to process
the sonar data
(Mapinfo
and AutoCAD) were
provided
by the Department
of Geosciences,
Quaternary
Laboratory
at the University
of Rhode Island.
Distribution_Liability:
This map was produced
in order
to map facies
distribution
the Charlestown/Green
Hill barrier
outer
shoreface.
The
originators
of this
map are not liable
for use of this
outside
the scope of the original
project.
Standard
Order Process:
Digital_Form:
Digital_Transfer_Information:
Format_Name:Facies
Map of the Charlestown/Green
Hill
Barrier
Shoreface
Digital_Transfer_Option:
Offline_Option:
Offline_Media:
Hardcopy
Map; 1:5000
Recording_Format:
Mapinfo
Table
Compatibility_Information:
Mapinfo
Tables
can be easily
exported
into Arcinfo
and ArcView shape files,
and AutoCAD .dxf files
Fees:
N/A
Ordering_Instructions:
Contact
Jon C. Boothroyd
at the Department
of Geosciences,
University
of Rhode Island

on

format

METADATAREFERENCE INFORMATION
Metadata
Date:
20011101
Metadata
Review Date:
20011101
Metadata
Contact:
Contact
Information:
Contact_Organization
Primary:
Contact_Organization:
University
of Rhode Island,
Department
of Geosciences
Contact
Person:
Jon C. Boothroyd
Contact
Position:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Contact
Address:
Address_Type:
Mailing
and physical
address
Address:
Rhode Island
State
Geologist
Office,
University
of Rhode Island
Dept.
of Geosciences,
314 Woodward
Hall,
9 East Alumni Ave.
City:
Kingston
State
or Province:
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